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EDITORIAL
Small literary magazines are a crucial element in Australia's
literary life. It is through these magazines that many writers make
their first contact with editors. The comment and reaction they
receive can be the first steps away from keeping their work to a
small circle of friends.
GDS was born in 1980 with a policy of reacting specifically and
personally to all submissions. Sometimes this was merely an
apology for not accepting the writer's work and at other times it
was a note of encouragement. We hope that our comments and
opinions have helped writers, although we know that in some
cases it may have confused, angered or hindered. These exchanges
have been valuable to us as editors and writers. It is important for
writers to remember that editors of small magazines are often
learning as they go, in the same way as the writers are. Negative
reactions from an editor can mean the editor needs educating!
When writers persevere in sending work to us, we sometimes come
to understand the writers' voices or styles and come to appreciate
what they are trying to do.
The fact that editors make decisions on what is and isn't to be
published, doesn't mean that a judgement has been made on what
is good or bad writing. Our opinions are subjective and sometimes
show how ordinary, prejudiced or confused we can be. We have
no special power of insight, understanding or wisdom - all we
have is a consuming passion and enthusiasm, the same as many
other writers and readers.
The tenth issue of GDS will appear in 1990 and will be featuring
an overview of the 1980's. We are calling on works of prose,
poetry, reviews, articles and graphics concerning the l 980's, so
please get your work to us by November this year.
We thank the Victorian Ministry for the Arts for their support.
Editors: Myron Lysenko & Kevin Brophy
Associate Editor: Nolan Tyrrell
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BARBARA CA.RTLAND
DOES A BUNK
Leah Nischler

The roughness of his chin sandpapers my cheek. Our heads
scrape/move around each other stopping at his/my shoulder. The
faces burrow, dribbling, sniffing, crying- you could grow rice in
our shoulders today: a paddy of sad young, tragic rice, angry that
it is not a PH balanced mound of council-park pansies. Rice knows
pain, as it struggles to grow, as it drowns - and now I am
struggling 1 growing, pained, drowning.
There is a ship leaving. It will take Brie whom I love, whom I
gave my virginity to, who is foJlowing a dream - not another
woman. What a perfect Bette Davisism: see how well I am taking
this loss as my lips and lower jaw register a brave but, "on the
verge of bigger things" Richter-doodle, and the way my eyes
transmit/transmit silent underwater longings to Brie who is look
ing mystic behind bfack, round sunglasses.
Imagine! Brie imagines he is John Lennon and today he is going
to Hamburg (but real'Iy it is Melbourne) so that he can suffer,
so that he can become famous. I try to be Yoko Ono but I don't
have an exotic bone in my body, and instead I'm something like
Cynthia Lennon trying to impersonate Yoko Ono. I tongue kiss
with eyes closed to shut out judgmental looks.
Brie is in a band and he and the band are heading for the top.
But they must leave Hobart in order to achieve this aim, for over
here you can only climb to the top of mountain ranges and (if
you have $80,000 for the licence) to the top of the abalone indus2
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try. Pop records and their sales are miniscule by comparison and
the place is too small to become a star. Everyone knows everyone
and you cannot know a star, that's the rule! Stars must live on
the mainland or in Hollywood, that's also the rule.
There are four in the band, Fred (rhythm guitar), Joshua (bass),
Slime-Bucket (drums), and of course Brie (lead guitar and
vocals). Brie is more or less the leader, just as John Lennon was
in the Beatles. He co-writes most of the songs with Joshua who,
because of this partnership as weH as his puppy-dog eyes, finds
uncanny parallels between his life and Paul McCartney's. Fred is
the youngest, shy, good looking, irnd just the sort to one day start
1istening to the rumblings of a Buddha's tummy and pay to feed it
whilst repeating those rumblings, ("Omni Party Krishna Mishma"�
X 6,028 with beads): Fred is very much like George Harrison.
That leaves Slime-Bucket who Fred will one day claim was Ringo
Starr's great, great grandfather in a previous incarnation. This
could be true. Slime-Bucket has a large nose, a huge drum kit,
and he is the band's comedian. He does a wonderful sendup of
the sixth Jackson 5, the one they don't talk about ... the illegiti
mate half white, half Australian one who keeps having cosmetic
surgery on his brain and his beer pot. It's very funny and the
boys have spoken about putting it in the act. They would (and
here I will stand back from the fab four and be honest), but
jealousy prevails. Methinks Fred's looks, Joshua's puppy-dog eyes
and Brie's songs might all turn into bankc1erks against the dy
namic, cool dude of Slime-Bucket's humour. But, (from within
the four again) I can't tell them that. Rule number three - never
tell stars the truth if you want to remain on good terms wit_h them.
We talk whilst wrapped around each other. We are whispering
vines, furtively knitting and unknitt;ng a jumper of goodbyes.
There is a guitar in a guitar case amongst the vines. We navigate
it. cocoon it as it rests between us gloating.
"Tough luck kid - no frets, no future!", it says to me.
The guitar expands, a cello, a double bass. It wedges us apart,
unravels our jumper and we stand, separated by Brie's number
one wife. Ah! Life is a harem with a big fat mamma called Gibson
sitting on Brie's right-hand side. She smiles through her E string
and twangs out a song of warning to me - the humble concubine.
It goes,
"Mess with mah knobs,
And you won't mess with his,
Cos I'm the red hot Mamma,
That's gonna put him in showbiz!
Yeh!"
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1 get the picture and keep my eyes lowered and my veil secured.
But! Brie loves me! He has told me many times! He says it now,
I read his lips over the guitar case. He loves me so much that I
am no longer a secret which means the band and their concerned
parents (rock stars' parents are always concerned: what with
drugs, disease and getting electrocuted on stage, there's a lot to be
worried about) call me Rachael instead of "which one?". I am in
the inner sanctum and it's very special.
In the inner sanctum you can walk into dressing rooms unannoun
ced. Whilst sweeping past, through slit eyes, looking down from
an a'lp of superiority you see the groupie who assumes you've
been: banking (bounce, bounce doggy style on a trampoline,
wearing two strips of black lace that poses as French underwear)
and singing ("Come all ye faithful?"), at the same time.
This, of course, is ridiculous, but to the groupie life is a series of
difficult sexual manoeuvres. Some rock stars, I'm sure, subscribe
to this viewpoint as well - but not Brie, his intense image would
be seriously compromised by bouncing doggy style. And besides,
he's Tasmanian! In a place where everyone knows everyone,
unusual sexual practices are hot gossip. News of such travels faster
than a groupie's imagination and consequently many Tasmanians
make love very quietly, very quickly, and very often alone.
Please! Don't think for one moment that Brie is unmanly or
sexually dull. No, he is au nature} - without props or verbal
stimulants. He rises to the occasion several times on the nights we
are together, and leaves me giggling like a waterslide would, from
somewhere inside. This can be embarrassing as the giggles con
tinue for at least two days after a session.
For example, there I am, eating toast with my born again friend,
who speaks in tongues and believes that martial arts, aborigines,
dolls with E zones ( and more to the point, people with E zones)
are agents of the devil ... and suddenly I giggle inside. She says,
"The children and I are going to the Holy Haven's Christian
retreat for the holidays. They do a wonderful baptism up there,
complete with a Pilgrim's terri towelling robe for just $20 extra.
Isn't it about time you thought about giving yourself to ...",
And I am still giggling. It spreads, radiatino0 whisky-warmth to
my lips by four.
" ...the Lord? By the way, you're not still seeing that rock
musician are you?"
Yes! Now! Naked! I smile in several places.
"Remind me to give you a copy of our latest newsletter. There's
a true story in it about a boy who did nothing but listen to rock
GOING DOWN SWINGING No.!)

music for five years ..."
Brie is unfolding and folding me, like Danish pastry, like advanced
origami. I am light and full of air. I have fabulous creases.
" ...he claims that he heard secret messages in the music urging
him to perform immoral acts ..."
Yes please! Brie arches, flicking his dark, long hair back, which
then returns, slithering back over his shoulders, and landing on
my nipples in a gentle rain-dance.
"...one day the Lord sent him a sign!"
I arch, my buttocks resting in his hands, my froglegged feet
beating a kettle-drum on his buttocks.
"...his record player blew up!"
We shudder, soaked in a suspended frenzy, dropped in the same
barrel over Niagara Falls. This is a Pow! Wow! Wham! of an
orgasm.
" ...and right there and then he got down on his knees and prayed
for forgiveness, for Jesus to come into his life!..."
Brie, don't withdraw, the distance would make me lonely. We'll
just roll on our sides and sleep - still connected - sleep until the
eraving returns.
"...and today he's spreading the word in Africa, preaching to
the Ethiopians. Now what have you got to say about something
like that?"
Mmmmm, let's replay it one more time.
The ship is heaving like a giant, impatient cork. Metal-clanking
machinery noises escape from its belly and rear. Departure has
gone from a jog to a sprint. Brie and I have kissed each other
beyond the time normally alotted for this sort of tragedy. We
peaked minutes ago and now clumsily wait for actual leaving.
There are second-degree burns across my chest from extending
those searing emotions too often. Brie repeats himself,
"One day Rach, when this is a'll over, I'll come back for you."
My grimace dances across his freshly nuggeted Beatle-boots and
I dare not meet his wide brown eyes with their manicured inno
cences - always immaculately buffed, shaped and polished like a
rich woman's fingers, the rich woman who has long forgotten her
nail's natural shape and believes in the beauty of her caricatured
talons. Brie does this with the truth. He believes in the romance
of his lies because the truth is too difficult, too distant, too unador
ned. He believes I believe as well, and this is why I choose now
not to look at him. There is not enough time for honesty. Let the
romance continue!
He even managed to win my mother with his romance. My mother
believes the male species is inherently corked - like a bad wine,
GOING DOWN SWINGING No. 9

some careless mistake in manufacture makes them quite present
able on the outside but totally unpalatable when opened up. But
then again, my mother doesn't drink, she wouldn't know a good
wine if it hit her.
"Mrs Juno, I come bearing gifts (a bunch of flowers was produ
ced), and proof of my good intentions (he said she could back
over the Gibson if I was in any way compromised)".
Brie stood in his Beatle boots, drainpipe trousers, white polo
necked skivvy, and tapered dark hair. I think he reminded mum
of the 60's, the 60's before she clammed up, the 60's when she
had shared power as a she-beatnik with a he-beatnik because, for
a brief moment, poetry, drugs and music had no genders, that is
until free love entered the scene and mum fled, losing her cool by
way of irreconcilable 50's morals.
Back in the 60's mum lost her heart and soul to a windchime
player who would sit by his chimes for hours waiting for a breeze
to express itself muscially, naturally. She couldn't compete with
the tedium of his artistry or the artistry of his infidelity which said
there was no greater virtue than the absence of virtue. This wind
chimer reclined so casua'lly with bis philosophy because it never
parented, never said no, and like a spoilt child he indulged, threw
tantrums and wrecked other peoples' playgrounds. By the time
mum left him her treasures were unguarded, devalued, and she
wrapped herself in a long unforgiving grudge against men.
But she remembered the edge, the look, the urchin sensuality, and
Brie was something like the 60's (remember he thinks he is John
Lennon). I think she felt excited, and out of danger because this
was my event, and she decided Brie was okay.
"Unfortunately though, for the time being, we shall have to live
on love. But I can assure you Mrs Juno that fame and fortune
are bearing down fast! We go first to the mainland to struggle,
then we build, then we conquer, then I personally will return to
reclaim your daughter's heart!"
So many times he says he will come back for me. Mum smiled at
the drama of his pulp. She didn't know he'd exaggerated himself
into belief, she thought that by being extravagent Brie was trying
not to promise anything at alL
Brie is the one who needs this false future. For me it is a fairytale
with too many big bad wolves. There are guitar-wolves, memory
_
erasm?-wolves, other-women-wolves, changing-circumstances/
changmg-natures-wo1ves. They jump out of closets all over Mel
bourne and I don't own any potions, any magic apples that will
reach that far. I love Brie too much to be impractical about this
- lest I find my own slavering wolf ready to gobble up my
6
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sensibilities.
"I'll think of you Rach. I'll need something as pretty as you to
keep me going."
The Gibson chokes with disgust, she doesn't believe Brie either.
"You . ..Tassie . . .You in Tassie, you're Eke this haven waiting
for me after the madness."
Both the Gibson and I choke in two-part harmony.
"You will write won't you?"
"Everyday!" I answer, and mean it - this much heartache I wiJI
allow.
"I'll miss the nights," he says of our bodies.
"Yes ...me too."
"Thank you." He is thanking me for my virginity. It doesn't make
me angry, there was a spirit of giving invo1ved.
I went to see them play an "under 1 8's" concert at Claremont. It
was Summer, the sharp clean direct-heat Summer of Tasmania.
Everyone was golden brown and smooth limbs unabashedly
paraded for each other - rubbing, gesticulating, and later dancing.
The band was the most popular in Tassie. They had a single out
and the local radio stations were constantly rotating it. A loyal
core of fans followed them from gig to gig and phase one of the
master plan was well on its way to being fulfilled.
I became Isis in Summer. I greet the sun and roll away Winter's
collection of dung balls. I am liberated and in the Summer of '84
I was also in love. My history with Brie was eleven months old,
and my application for membership into the inner sanctum had
been approved. My life was crammed with pleasure - the hedon
ism of non-stop dancing and petting.
The guys are on stage. Brie and Fred share a microphone a la
Paul and John. They "Ooooo" together and two nubiles scream
- Little Richard has left his trademark everywhere. They play
the covers - Raspberries, Beatles and Stones. They play the
originals - Brie with a little help from his friends. I thrill with
the expectation of Brie and my intimacy - later - when the gig is
over, it is then that the intention behind his on-stage wink to me
will be fully explored .
Back at Brie's flat when the music has finished , the gear packed
and loaded, the super-supreme pizza eaten, when Fred, Slime
Bucket, Joshua, roadies, relatives and other inner sanctumees have
said goodnight, Brie and I talk about the "Obsession" - the band.
The gig has gone well and everyone can almost smell the returns
on their investments. We are all carried away by the possibility of
attaining status in that other world ; we all see ourselves in the
back of a long black limo, in a VIP airport lounge, in glossy
innuendo in print ...
GOING DOWN SWINGING No. 9
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"Rock star, Brie Faulkner was seen dining out wit/z an
unnamed blonde at Maxim's last night. This is the same
unnamed blonde he was seen with last week and the
week before that. In fact, rumour has it that the lady in
question is actually Brie's childhood sweetheart and that
things are a lot more serious than . .• "
Stop! I will not buy shares in this fantasy. It is too risky placing
demands on someone else's dream. I must make my own future.
Back to neutral, to the here and now.
I listen to Brie and see him glow and am happy for his possibilities
without inventing our possibilities.
"We need a new manager ... Kevin treats us like a cabaret band
- weddings, parties . . . "
He is defiant, ready to drain away the silt.
". .. and Slime-Bucket will go ahead of us to find a flat . . .
All together under the same roof . ..practising 24 hours a day
. . . struggling to make ends meet . . .like brothers .. . like the
Beatles!"
I listen - a large part of being Brie's girlfriend.
"We've sent a blurb to Jam and Groove, they might give us a
mention in their new groups' column."
Sometimes it strikes me that I know so little about this person
beyond the "Obsession". Does he dance? Does he play chess, read,
cook? I don't know, we meet after the gig, after daylight. He talks,
I l isten, we lust. Occasionally we go to an occassion (e.g. birth
days, Christmas) held at the home of an inner sanctumee, but
because everyone there sees themselves in the same black limo,
ta'lk still revolves around the "Obsession".
Our relationship does not have a public existence as, a) the fans
must be considered, many of their mothers never got over John
Lennon's marriage to Cynthia and b) money! There is none of
course, these being Brie's lean years - and my wage does not
cover a social life for two.
"We are going to start with schools and pubs in the outer suburbs,
let word filter into the heart of Melbourne."
Perhaps there is nothing more than the "Obsession".
(On this particular night I was not as cynical as I appear to have
been in hindsight. I was, in fact, elated for various reasons - the
gig, Summer, love - and proud to be Brie's ear. I wanted to make
the present as good as possib'le in an attempt to acquire a thrilling
past. )
"Let's go to bed Rach, let's see bow far we get this time! "
The end of listening and onto lust.
There had been a decision made - by me - months ago : Brie
I
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was to be my first! This was "love" not "lerv" and I did not want
to be Doris Day giving it to a man in striped, flannelette pyjamas
with a gold ring on his finger. Brie was the one and he enlisted
willingly.
i
We were both willing but were confronted by one major problem
- my body ! Bluntly put it was "like hitting one's head against a
brick wall". So many times we were sweaty and primed, but my
virginity held up. No amount of shifting, relaxing or imagination
could unfold my last fabulous crease, and I remained frustratingly
"intact".
However, the situation was accepted with some good humour and
my immovable virginity added excitement to our romance. Each
rendezvous travelled along its own question mark in search of that
surprise exclamation mark that comes from achieving something
long sought and hard worked for. It was also an excellent training
camp for foreplay and mutual masturbation.
"Good grief!", l said, followed by a large exclamation mark. For
some unknown reason, that night it happened, the brick wall came
tumbling down.
I looked at Brie - a mirror of my surprise.
"Rach! ...Umm ...are you in pain?"
I checked, being too startled and confused to locate pain that was
okay and pain that was not.
"No, I don't think so."
We lay there a moment experiencing the new sensation of each
other. Brie smiled.
"I can't promise that the earth will move but what say we try and
shake this suburb?"
"Yeh," I replied and slowly we began to move.
We have shaken many suburbs since then.
"Well this looks like it Rach!"
Josh and Fred are calling him. All the vehicles are on board and
most of the passengers stand on deck, casting out and claiming
!>treamers from well-wishers below.
The Gibson is the "Great Dividing Range". Brie picks her up and
moves to board the ship.
Don't look back Brie. If you do I will have to brand my memory
with that last impression and I am happy with the sum-total I
have now.
Through mists at airports, docks, train stations, celluloid depart•
ures read perfectly. No one says,
"Come on Humphrey, move it along Ingrid. The scene has gone
on for long enough - don't stretch the characters' credibility!"
But he does look back - being directors as well as actors makes
GOING DOWN SWINGING No. 9
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us self-indulgent. His expression i5. one of fond past memories and
great expectations. I wither under the fierce glow of the latter.
Retreat! It was nice wasn't it.
"I'll be back for you Rach."
He turns and disappears into the ship's belly. I jolt. There is a
loose spring 5,omewhere.
But! I am a se'lf-service mechanism, I will repair. Only Barbara
Cartland's rock stars return to Barbara Cartland's heroines. This
tragedy bears no resemblance to them, and this tragedy is, for me,
now over.

Coughing with Confidence
Poems by Myron Lysenko
$6.95 from P O B ox 64 Cobu rg 3058.
What the reviewers say:
" Lysenko speaks plainly-d i rectly-about his everyday
experiences ; and his poetry rises, in an entertaining
way, when he describes the absurd in the common
place. "
R. A. Simpson, The Age
"Packed ful l of remarkable poems, absolutely consistent
in the i r idiomatic, conversational style . . . clever and
amusing . . . "
Stephanie Trigg, Island
"My ron Lysenko is very funny ; and he is the trams and
bus sheds and stone cold p izzas of o u r l ives . . . better
than a double b randy . . . "
Barry Dickins, The Melbourne Times
"Myron's laid-back humour deals with a wide range of
su bjects and always from an unexpected angle . . .
simultaneously c razi l y funny and disturbing."
Anne Edgewo rth, Muse (ACT)
"Funny, subtle and serious all at once. Life 's too short
not to read Coughing With Confidence."
David Kel ly, Muse News (NSW)
" . . . funny throwaway l i nes and bittersweet reflections
on his own age-born in the same year as the Hydrogen
Bomb."
Barbara Garl ick, Social Alternatives
10
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HE

Karen Cherry

he comes in, tells me it's sunny outside & i know it's raining. he
tells me he writes to be funny then he steps all over my garden.
he says his life is about simplicity, that he is a big brown bear
& i am his sparrow. he seduces the audience then asks them to
listen carefully to my quiet voice to follow. he tells me he'll be
here by 8 and i'm waiting. he tells me it's not like him, he'll be
here by 8 and i'm waiting. he calls me a dear-sweet-pet but a cup
full of honey wouldn't melt in his mouth. he is a sensitive man.
a mouse about the house. he tells me which dress does & which
dress doesn't. he screams at me from a car to put a smile on my
face. he tells me i turn a lot of people off when i say what i think.
he tells me god hears everything & before i sleep i check in the
wardrobe & under the bed. he tells me nothing short of perfect
will do & that i make a mess of it. he steals down the hall &
jumps into my sleep. what seems to be the trouble he says then
gives a prescription for mogodon, serapax, valium, anything to
make me relax. he divides the world between goers & has beens.
he tells me he's a goer. he's prepared to take risks. he says
a bulldozer means progress. he thinks you get back what you
put in. he thinks if you're unemployed any work should do. he
thinks that choice is more than one type of beer, more than one
style of jean, low,tar cigarettes, a pizza delivery & a work-at
home-style-gym. he says you've got your own cigarette now babe,
you'll go a long long way. he says you only live once & that no
one gives you nothing for nothing and he says so a lot. and so
GOING DOWN SWINGING No. 9
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the bomb might drop. and so the dollar might crash. and _so
fuel's running out. and sure the food' s just junk. and so babies
might be bottled. and yeah the blacks were first. so what. face
facts. it's always been like that. he says you better wake up. cos
things are going to get worse. stop dreaming. trade your stocks
& get the americans in. that's progress he says, and he comes
into the room with the papers, with the war, with the courts,
with the army, with a gun, with his big brown boots, with his
smiles & kisses. he looks at me through dark glasses & asks me
how i am. he says life's not like that anymore cos i can join up.
he says i've got nothing to worry about and i'm raging. he says
it's a bee in my bonnet rather than something i believe in. and
what are you going to do he says, and dishes out conversations
like calling cards. and what's the matter anyway. can't you take
a joke. then he quotes me biology, psychology, suggests a craft
or two to while away my art. she'll be roses. she'll be apples.
she'll be sweet. he thinks the solution is the boys & a beer. he
thinks i talk too much. i think i'll never get through talking. he
tells me to put things in containers. i write from one edge of the
page to the other. he calls what i've got a soft cop. he calls what
he's got a hard job. he says i have to beware of it, have to pre
pare for it, have to bide my time, put on a brave face, make the
best of it. he tells me it's a wild world out there & i worry. then
he interrupts with all the times he was told he wasn't good
enough. and he talks about all the times he was told he wasn't good
enough. and i listen & he says i should never tell. he says he'll
be here by 8 & i'm waiting. couldn't phone. couldn't help it. my
food tastes like him & i'm waiting. he says there are 1 0,000
tentacles out there. it's important. and i'm waiting & i'm nodding.
he gives me a prayer & a statue of mary but i point my finger
straight to heaven & say what i think.

12
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MELT ME
Polly Seddon

.. . 1.
I resent work. Resent it. Work. So much compromise for fifty
dollars. Sixty dollars! For six hours' work! Resent it!
Try to look glossy. Make up make out make UP - fabrication.
Tons of it, piling up, spilling out,
"Would you like some assistance Madam?" (Greet everyone who
enters your area)

HELLO
HELLO
HELLO

and smi - le!!!
We can become anything we don't want if we need the money.
We become everything we don't want. Sell sell sell. Don't let them
out of that dressing-room. Soon as the swing doors swing door
dork dorks leap up, smiling insanely from one side of my rouge
to the other and feel the mask creaking like the doors, nearly in
time but not quite but one day SOON I'll be in time and no-one
will ever know I was ever new ever. I'm an employee No. 22085
I work the register I'm presentable, I have to do things when it's
quiet like COUNT DRESS SIZES I'm going to fart so loud
tomorrow
A LL THE STORE WILL KNOW IT'S ME!
. . . 2.
Sleepy. Don't want to go to work. There's a huge black cloud of
effort suspended in my bedroom, inches from my face. If I shut
GOING DOWN SWINGING No. 9
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my eyes I push it off me but I see instead the woman that �as in
_
my dream. Teresa bending over me, her full pink breasts pomtmg
accusingly, her smug sm ile as I shook beneath her fingers. She
started kissing at my neck and worked her way down to my thighs,
which she took in small bites and discarded. I was moaning.
Slowly she unfolded me with her tongue, placed her mouth on
mine and brushed my nipples with her own. When I woke and
saw Michael I was embarrassed, as if I had betrayed him.
Must be the result of my indifference. I am a waxwork figure, a
stiff, fake image of a woman, a frozen smile with sad little breasts
attached below. When he takes me in his arms and I'm supposed
to melt nothing happens. Last week in the laundromat he kissed
me and we wanted to leap into the dryer together. I must have
needed that small foreign room, the window out onto the cold, or
the rhythmic chugging of the washers, because as soon as we got
home and there it was - the bedroom, waiting to fulfil its function
- desire shrunk from me and vanished like part of a plane for
mation plummeting to its death. It wasn't his fault. I kept trying,
hoping it would come back, but the choking jeans that have to be
tugged down, the stupid buttons that cry for help, and the curtains
that want to be dark at the wrong moment did not allow it. All
I could think was god let's not do it on the laundry.
I'm still lying rigid on the bed when the clock radio spurts loud
violent music, finally forcing me up. The thick black cloud swoops
down and engulfs me. I have to go to work. I'm out of bed now,
I'm dressing and putting on my make-up. Teresa works with me,
I'm going to see her. I spend a long time applying mascara and
separating each claggy lash from its neighbour. "You've such a
be,:i utiful neck !" Her touch sh ivers me. She kisses me fully and
looks into my eyes. I could be wasting Michael's time.
At· work Teresa's greeting makes me blush. I hardly know her
but I'm expecting some sort of sign from her, as if we're both
waiting for consent to ,begin. Mrs. Bloom is stil1 trying to get me
to take a permanent position for less money. As soon as she
leaves, the other assistants hover around me, flitting through the
clothes racks, putting out feelers for information . They are ready
to disperse at the first glimpse of management.
"Are you going to take it? Did you sign the contract?" There are
no customers yet so all exchanges are conducted in silly voices.
"Ew Dierdre darrrl-ing, your wardrob e 's teddibly drrrab." I look
across at Teresa. She's staring into space. Usually she says some·
thing to me, even if it's only to tell me I'm sick in the head .
Three customers come in, laughing and pulling at the clothes.
"Isn't this DISGUSTING, I wouldn't wear this if . . . " I sigh. I
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have to ask them. "Good morning," I smile cheerily. "Would you
like any assistance at all?" The sloppily dressed young man is
trying to fit into a ladies coat. They stare at me incredulously
before cracking up in fits of giggles. What a moron, they're think
ing, imagine being serious about this stuff. "No thanks it doesn't
tit," he smirks, and they all turn away and whisper to each other.
Teresa raises her eyes to the ceiling in sympathy. I retreat to the
i:.ide wall and stand there watching them. At the edge of my area
they stop again and the blonde girl picks out a pink wool coat and
seems to like it. I start to approach them but the guy breaks into
giggles. Fine, I think, you feel good about your superiority. The
next thing I know, a manager is peering into my face at close
range. God knows how long she's been there. Apparently I'm in
deep shit for not "approaching the customeri:.". "You were just
standing there," she says in disapproving amazement, "watching
them put that coat on!"
"But they weren't going to buy it," I try to explain, "they were
just mucking around. They didn't want any help." The shack's
obviously been too much for her, her eyes open wide and she
looks like she can barely �peak, "This is a service industry," she
splutters. "It's just not good enough!" and off she goes about
open-ended questions and add-on sales. Everything is hyphenated
in the glorious environment of retail enthusiasm. By the time she
leaves I couldn't care less, but I need my job so I smile politely
at the well-dressed woman who's browsing nearby and after a
suitable time lapse I begin my spiel. She cuts me dead halfway
with a sigh of annoyance and says, "Do you know what I'd really
like? To be left to look in PEACE!" So of course that's what I
let her do, because this :s a service industry.
Five "May-I-help-you-no-thanks-I'm-just-looking"s later I get to
take a break, which is just as well because I'm getting dangerous.
Teresa is rostered on with me. I can still hardly look at her, I 'm
sure I know the shape of her breasts, and want to ask her if she
really has a mole on her stomach. Her skin is softer than mine.
Her long hair tickles my nose. She put her red lips right down
there and "Would you like a cup of coffee too?" she says.
We balance the food which ought to be plastic in its plastic sur
roundings. The staff cafeteria is tastefully co-ordinated in grey and
pink, it has no windows, and two large Rubber-trees in pink pots.
It smells of manufactured air. The heating doesn't work and the
air-conditioning works too well. People look at us as we cross the
floor. Teresa's wearing one of those ridiculous tight skirts that
make you wiggle. I wonder what she'd do if I pinched her hum.
Soon as we sit down, off she goes, on and on about her hovfriP.nn
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and "how spesh" their anniversary was. How she lives at home
but as soon as her parents go away they have these incredible
parties. I don't know how I could have imagined that she could
- and in such a talented way. She probably doesn't even do it.
There is a lull in the conversation - Teresa's, mainly - and we
both stir our coffee vigorously. Then she looks up and says the
weirdest thing happened to her, and I wait, and it's pretty em
barrassing, and I don't say anything, the thing is it's about the
dream she had last night! "Shit' Teresa I'm sorry," I say and I've
spilled all my coffee all over but I don't want to wipe her down
because I'm so scared about her dream and I blush and apologize
too much and "Don't worry about it" she says, and starts.
She was in her house by herself and heard muffled noises coming
from one of the rooms. She went a bit closer, it was her room,
and the sounds were the jerky, fitful sounds of love-making. She
knew that was impossible so she turned back and walked away but
the volume of the moans and the creaking of the bed increased.
I t got louder and louder and she heard herself ca'll out my name.
This is impossible, it's impossible, she was thinking, but she could
stand i t no longer, she rushed back to her room and flicked on the
light and there I was in bed with her boyfriend ! "I just had to tell
you," she says, "because I was really pissed off with you this
morning and you haven't even done anything."
"You're nuts," I smirk unkindly. I see the scene again, this time
it's Michael walking into our room and finding me in bed with
Teresa. I don't want to sleep with Teresa. I don't want to go to
bed with anyone else. Teresa's making nervous jokes about how
jealous she is. I 'm thinking about Michael.
We have to go back to work and as soon as I start serving I feel
just as crabby as I did before. Imagine what would happen if I
told this woman how dreadful she really looks. "Do you think it
suits me? " she says sticking out her enormous bottom and peering
over her shoulder at it. "Well it depends on whether you're buying
it to get a fuck or not," I want to say. Wouldn 't that be great!
Wouldn't I be poor. I make an appropriate reply, knowing that
since she likes it she'll buy it anyway. I say all the things I never
thought I'd say, like "it's superb" and "doesn't the colour suit
you". I figure she can always disagree with me if she wants.
Teresa and I get on the same bus after work. W e don't talk about
our dreams. We never had much to say to each other anyway. As
I come around my street comer I can smell someon e's fantastic
dinner cooking. Don't get excited, I'm thinking , it's not going to
be your house. Don't get excited .
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Michael opens the door and the aroma hits me. "Wow," I say.
I'm indescribably pleased to see him. Our silly smiles stretch
towards each other. We eat, drink, and now we're going to bed.
Michael's leaving the l ights on and I've already undone all my
buttons.
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THE HAM
Michael Clarke

I first heard of it by accident.
I am still alive.
I get my bacon elsewhere.
I have known for almost two years
about the events surrounding the ham.
No-one would question the ordinariness
of that delicatessen on the other side
of the city, run by your typical Greek family,
or so they seem.
Or so they seem.
But I have seen prominent p eople frequently
hurrying in, and hurrying out, of that delicatessen.
So what, you say.
But those same people could go to any of three closer delis,
all selling spicy sausages, other assorted cold meats,
pickled things in jars with interest ing labels,
good varieties of cheeses, and other nice things,
no, it is the ham that matters.
Lets call that man 'Charles'. A maker and breaker
of men. You know him, or your life
is manipulated by him, without your knowing.
When he smiles, you know what confidence is.
I was told (if I told you who told me
I know their life would be worth less
than three slices of supermarket sliced chicken)
'Charles' visited that delicatessen every Tuesday.
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And always bought two ham sandwiches.
Last Tuseday there was a terrorist bombing in Paris.
The Tuesday before it was Madrid.
Can you see the pattern?
I have photos
of 'Charles' entering the delicatessen' carrying a briefcase.
Who needs a briefcase to carry two ham sandwiches?
I know my life is in danger.
But my silence is over.
Please, please tell the police to look in
locker number 37 at Central Railway Station.
The locker contains a key to a safe deposit box,
and in that box are two slices of the ham.
Please hurry, it will be on the nose already.
As for me . . .
I hope it is not too late
for freedom, anonymity,
a new life.
I fly out incognito tomorrow.
Goodbye. And Good Luck!

.

'

Your reluctant hero 'Michael'
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WASHDAY
Bill Fewer

On a day no one wanted to talk to you
you hung the washing on the line.
The wind snapped the creases in your face.
The pegs did not seem to bold
and suddenly h is trousers collapsed,
helpless as a drunk onto the basket.
You stared , let the spit fall :
a curse, a promise, a kiss.
The clothes flapped their sleeves.
The house stood neatly
on its block of dust.
The windows clean. The bricks newborn.
The plastic laundry basket gleaming.
You turned to go inside
but your shadow stood still.
The sunlight tainted your skin,
jaundice thru packs of cloud.
Warm, mid-autumn, drowsy
as a prescription . . .
The phone rang.
You stayed with the pegs,
clipping them on the line,
banging air
as the clothes scattered free
and rolled thru the dust,
leaping and joining,
turning themselves to mud.
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WHEN THE BUCKS POUR IN

Bess Tanner

On Open Day, I 984, Seamus O'Toole looked over Waldegrave
College of Advanced Education.
He opened the catalogue drawers in the library, read the notices
and tried out the photocopying machines; he walked around the
passages and counted the steps of the stairs. At the back staircase
he counted a flight of nine steps, then a flight of five steps, then a
flight of seven steps.
Down in the basement, in the Cafe, Seamus saw a group of happy
Greeks. They had pushed two tables together, and one girl blew
out the candles on a birthday cake, iced red. A fat fellow sat in
a corner eating chipped potatoes. And under the clock two people
kept kissing, lightly, delicately, like love birds swaying on a
swing. Seamus walked through the double doors into the College
grounds.
Under the canopy of a she-oak he looked upwards. White clouds
moved quickly across the blue sky. Seamus wanted to shape a
poem.
He had already written a suite of nine lyrics, inspired by the
furnaces he looked after at the Pumping Station at Slotbush.
Sometimes he stared and stared into the redness. He would see
snakes : they lashed and writhed, spat and hissed. Sometimes, he
would see the burning heart of Jesus.
Seamus liked looking after the furnaces. It was a job which gave
him time to think. He thought of rhythms and word combinations,
of the falling dollar and of fringe benefits, wishing a few of them
G OING DOWN SWINGING No. 9
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would drift his way. He thought of his wife, Gabby, who had a
double problem - twin bab i�s who were projectile vomiters.
Gabby's creativity stimulated Seamus. She practised � ensual I?� s
sage - had done a course in it. She was qualified to give Brazilian
toe massage. She practised witches' spells and she was always
searching for effective incantations. At the local library, she bor
rowed ten books at a time from the shelf labelled,
THEUR GY
1 33 .4
WITCHCRAFT
MAGIC
In University libraries she researched meticulously into the "Sac
red Books of the East", and "The Golden Bough". She scanned
abstracts, microforms and dissertations.
Gabby added richness to the life of Seamus. And now he was
looking for qualifications. He enrolled in the Arts Faculty 
mature student - part time.
At the first lecture, 24 February 1 985, the lecturer announced his
own name. Benjamin Scribner. He wrote it large on the black
board. He handed each student two slips of paper. An adjective
was written on one, and a noun was written on the other. "This
exercise will demonstrate the power of the subconscious", Ben
Scribner said.
Seamus looked at the words he had been given - "skin" and
"celibate". He wrote, fast :
The man was said to be celibate.
His congregation said he was celibate.
Many people were uncertain of the m eaning of the word.
They wondered if "celibate" and celebrate" meant the same
thing
Th e celibate man celebrated.
A celibate man has little to celebrate.
He may celebrate the possession of his skin.
If he were of the Lower Kingdom, he'd have lost his skin long
ago.
Snakes shed their skin at least once a year.
C::nakes have remnants of legs, and are helpless on smuoth
surfaces.
" Time! time is up," boomed Big Ben, and asked Seamus to read
his writing aloud.
"Utter rubbish," the great leader hissed.
This encounter set the pattern of Seamus and Ben's relationship.
At every lecture, Ben corrected Seamus as though he were a little
boy.
Ben would hold forth: "O'Toole, you slosh adverbs and adjec
tives around like chickenpox spots. You seem psychologically
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unable to make smooth connections between paragraphs.
"O'Toole, put some sex and violence in your work. Knock the
wimp around a bit. Give him one in the groin, and tear the
woman's shirt wide open. Put your readers on the edge of their
seats. We're in this game for money. When the bucks pour in,
you '11 know you're a writer."
Seamus thought, "Ben Scribner must be celibate. His skin looks
hungry."
Seamus ,went to the l ibrary and read Ben's published short stories,
poems and plays, and hated every one of them.
He went to the she-oak, and wrote a love-poem.
He carried it home to Gabby, who crooned over it, and rubbed
her scarab-ringed hands gently over his feet. She said, "I have a
unique spell almost ready for Mr Scribner", and the twins vomit
ed - a great gush of vomit, the furthest they had ever projected.
Seamus went to the furnaces at Slotbush and raked out the clin
kers. He pitched the coal accurately from the back to the front.
On Saturday, he let the fire die down, put on his oldest overalls,
and rubbed butter around his eyes. Then he thoroughly cleaned
the furnace. When he had finished he was black from top to toe.
''If I look in the mirror, I'll frighten myself," Seamus said.
He resolved to write a story so sexy and violent that the first
publisher to see it, would snap it up and print it fast. A black
man with wide, white eyes would punch a rapist's teeth out. Teeth
would be littered all over the Pumping Station. Pretty girls from
the office staff would be tortured with glowing clinkers. Then the
black man woud force drug pushers to eat their own coke, and
walk in bare feet across the burning coals.
With determination Seamus wrote the story. He got out the
sc:ssors and paste, cut a bit off there, and stuck a bit in some
where else. He cosseted it, honed it and lovingly polished it. He
rewrote the ending thirty-three times. Even then he was not quite
satisfied. The choice of title gave him trouble. In the end he
called it "Slotbush Sludge".
Gabby worked hard looking after the twins and perfecting her
craft.
Ben Scribner told his students he had written a sensational story.
He said the first paragraph gripped the reader by the windpipe.
He was going to enter it for the Premier's prize.
A rumour circulated through Waldegrave College that twenty per
cent of staff were going to lose their jobs. The government was
economizing.
Seamus wrote a sonnet entirely for his own delight.
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Then Gabby suggested entering "Slotbush Sludge " for the Premi
er's prize.
"The political climate is right for lust, " said Gabby.
So they put the story in a 29c. quarto-sized envelope, and together,
they dropped it through the pillar-box slot.
During the next few months, Ben didn't like Seamus or his
writing any better than he had on the first day of their acquain
tance. Seamus wrote a tender little drama set in the Muckros5
road, skirting the Lakes of Killarney. He nearly cried with
emotion as he wrote it, but Ben spat.
"Codswallop, bloody codswallop. " He spat, figuratively speaking.
At work, Seamus checked the pressure gauges, and sliced the
fire5 (demonic and malevolent) with a heavy iron tool designed
for the purpose.
At last came the great day when the winners of the Premier's
prize were announced.
"First Prize is awarded to Gabriel Foxall, who displays a fasci
nating aw1.reness of the occult world.
Second prize goes to Seamus O'Toole, who writes with pasion.
He explores the appetite5 of modern man and shows compassion
for the underdog.
A Special award has been given to Benjamin I Scribner for his
story entitled 'The Fractured Trachea'. When he gains maturity
as a wr;ter, we hope he will probe more deeply into man's human
condition. "
Seamus was given $500 prize money. He and Gabby celebrated.
They drank Moet & Chandon champagne at $33.50 per bottle.
The twins stopped vomiting, perhaps because they were growing
older, perhaps because their mother wa5 bubbling.
Seamus pictured his Bachelor of Arts Certificate hanging (in due
course) , beside his Boiler Attendant's Certificate and his Herald
Learn-To-Swim Certificate.
Great joy spread through the College. Ben had been declared
redundant because the Government had no more money left. It
was rumoured that Ben had accepted the position of Headmaster
of Whroo Primary School .
Seamu5 photocopied enough of his sonnets to distribute to all
first year students, and he waltzed with his good friend, red
satined Irene, up the back staircase, dropping an adjective, and
an adverb, on every one of the twenty one steps.
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BLUE MOVIE
Michael Sharkey
In the definitive film about the academic life, the recurrent image
is the haggard teacher returning every morning with a briefcase
full of assignments which have taken the entire weekend to mark,
and opening the door of the office to find another essay face
down on the floor. Old faithful. Who is it this time? Stamatia
Stagyritis? Peter Dyslexia? Tom Fool?
The movie is silent : no one speaks to the long-essay marker.
Students stand in front of him in a small office crammed with
spilling essays in every corner, shelf and desk; their mouths open,
and nothing comes out. He opens his mouth and nothing happens.
Gestures are made, fruitless signs, shrugs, twitches, all in slow
motion; nothing has any meaning here. A sign outside the window
advertises the college, university or Institute. It's the same sign
in every place : Jam Factory. The campus stands eight kilometres
outside a provincial town, or at the edge of a Council Garbage
Tip, with an explosives factory on the skyline, and a long thin
cloud dully lined with alizarine which sheds a sick light through
layers of brown smog, wheat-dust haze or fine brown sand that
hangs colloidally in the air. Students slouch in corridors, smo
king and staring at pieces of paper, their hands occasionally letting
faH books, cigarette-packets, sweets-wrappers and essays, which
they pick up again and slide under any door in the corridor.
The academic staff are all between twenty-eight and a thousand
years old ; they are all grey-haired, and some are unshaven, even
the women. Several wear fashionable suits : they're leaving for
meet ings with their Directors, Deans, Professors, or colleagues at
a conference on management at the Gold Coast. Others wear
Chinese slippers, cord uroy jeans, sport� shirts and battered wool
len coats with fraying sleeves and collars. Some carry wine-casks,
and are attended by a trail of shuffling students, comets of know
ledge, with heads of enlightenment and tails of paling enthusiasm,
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though no one gives any sign of spontaneity, a� they d� sa �pear
into smal l octagonal tutorial rooms to confront silence with ;nso
lent assertions and half-formulated sound s which could pass for
discourse if this were a movie with a speaking sound-track.
The camera accidentally tracks a student walking across a court
yard ; he stumbles, regains his balance, all in slow-mo� ion. Leaves
swirl up among the piles of food-wrappers and advertisements for
beer-parties somewhere else, not here. The student tries to open
a door to get into a nondescript concrete blockhouse labelled
Cafeteria, and after pushing and pu1ling at one panel, manages
to open the adjacent door, and disappears inside. Inside the cafe
teria, students are glued together like S:amese twins, sitting closely
beside and on top of each other. They are listening to something
we can't hear : a speaker hanging from a corner of the room, a
jukebox which produces no sound. A number are moving their
mouths as if shouting or addressing someone, but nobody can
hear them, and some faces appear to be laughing, without conv ic
tion, because it helps to pass the time. A fow are exchanging
long-essays and making copies which will be pushed under doors
if anyone can manage to leave th is room, the Dante Alighieri
Bistro, which does not sell alcoholic beverages.
The original student is lost among the crowd , as we become
aware that the same face is worn by every student. Are they
wearing masks? They are all dressed in black, mourning the
death of imagination, although none could formulate such a con
cept. A grey-haired lecturer walks in and nobody looks up; he
wears the shapeless sack-suit of a lifer in the institution, and has
three days' stubble on his face ; cigarette-ash dribbles on his shirt,
and he brushes aimlessly as if to show he is aware something is
happening, somewhere. He approaches the hot-food cabinet, a
steel and glass shop-counter, where shapeless objects inertly fume
and smoke. Some are labelled 'Band-Aid Pie', 'Jockstrap pastie',
'Sockburger', 'Feltex' and 'Mud', and be points at one; an aged
woman, possibly his grandmother, moves forward on the other
side of the counter and pushes at a shape until it occupies a
waxed paper bag, and she turns away, adjusting her hair, as
eight identical students wearing black jackets, black shirts and
black hair all look at each other, hoping for comfort in their
speechless misery. Some young women students, wearing black
shirts, black slacks, black boots and black jackets, their throats
ringed with pearls, their bands glittering with silver, go ld, and
dark stones, join the wretched youths and address them , speech
less in th:s inept film directed by Artaud and photographed by
David Hamilton.
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Outside the cafeteria, the lecturer drops his parcel while trying to
close the door behind him. He stares at the object spilling from
the bag : it has broken into several untidy pieces of irregular size
and shape and texture. He pushes it with his foot, and it refuses
to move, and he picks it up, kicking aside the pieces which remain
on the ground, all in slow-motion. Putting the parcel in his pocket,
be proceeds to the next building, where a door s;lently opens,
sliding sideways, to admit him into a gloomy interior. It closes
behind him and the courtyard is deserted.
Inside the grey concrete building which he has entered across the
grey concrete courtyard, the walls are unlined grey concrete, and
on each floor, in the half-light, the carpets are vomit-brown, and
forty doors on each side stretch away into the gloom and dis
appear. A shape asserts movement and shuffles towards the lectu
rer : another lecturer, identically dressed : it is his Doppelganger,
wear:ng the same face, who produces a waxed paper bag from a
side pocket, and gestures towards a stairwell : they descend, two
floors below ground-level and walk eighty paces along a vomit
brown carpet, past huddled lumps of indistinct shape and tex
ture : chairs? unmarked essays? students? The light is not strong
here, and only a half-hearted wisp of smoke suggests a human is
enjoying a filter-tip cigarette, or a pile of unmarked essays is
spontaneously combusting. Tl1e two lecturers turn into a dimly
lit cell, where other lecturers sit speechless around a wall, all
clutching waxed paper bags from which, from time to time, they
take portions of indistinct matter and convey it to their mouths.
This is the staff-room, where newspaper clippings hide the
concrete-grey walls. Let us look at the clippings, as the camera
soundlessly tracks forward, and the lecturer on the left-hand side
at the far end looks hopefully toward a wall where a window
m i6ht appear, if dreams could come true.
The nearest clipping is from a major daily newspaper, and the
headline announces 'Life Too Easy For Academic Bludger::;'; a
sub-heading murmurs 'Castrat;on Unnecessary, Though Eutha
nasia Urged by Education Minister' . Another announces, next to
a poster advertising Funeral Fund Available to Staff, 'Too Many
Holidays for Fat Cat Teachers' . Across the room, another poster
adv:ses 'Pay Cuts and Fewer Assets for Academics Now'. A Hot
water urn stands useless in a corner, the wall.socket hopelessly
vandalised; a dozen cracked coffee-mugs stand beside it on a tray,
and the academics now and then pour cold tea from thermos
flasks and look stra;gbt ahead or stare at the carpets. None is
under fifty years of age. Some spoiled copies of the Times Literary
Supplement, dated J une 1 924, and a brochure advertising holiGOING DOWN SWINGING No. 9
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days in Majorca from which all colour has faded, lie on a table
which has one leg propped with a copy of a French the 1>ry � f
sign-language. With one movement, the lecturers shuffle to their
feet and file out of the room. One does not manage to stand, and
remains staring at the opposite corner of the room, shell-shocked
and paralysed beyond repair.
Inside a small cell, our original protagonist shifts aside bundles
of papers covered in red marginal notes, to locate a space to
deposit the contents of the bulging briefcase. Long-essays spill
out, and he sits at a broken chair, held together with Depart
mental cellotape and string brought from home, to begin to copy
the marks and comments into an old bank ledger, with the date
1 905 on the cover. He writes in a firm antique copperplate, in red
ink, pausing after twelve minutes to look hopelessly around him.
An essay slides under the door behind him, and he fails to observe
it. He works through the pile, and we switch the scene to the
adjacent room, where a woman lecturer is painstakingly copying
red marginal notes and assessment marks in to a large exercise
book labelled Excelsior School Book (Not for Sal.e in the Home
Counties) , on which a map of the world is colourcJ in a pre-•
dominantly sickly pink. A full, large deep ashtray smoulders
beside her, and she expunges Senior Serviec cigarettes, half
smoked, from time to time with her left hand, while she continues
soundlessly writing. Several cigarette-butts spill out of the ashtray
from time to time, and cascade in slow-motion to the floor beside
her sensible walking shoes which are coming apart at the sole. A
small spider is making a web between her foot and the front left
leg of the battered chair she sits on.
Let us move on. In a lecture room, seventy students, all dressed
in black, are making jeering gestures towards an aged grey
stubbled lecturer who stands stooped over a set of notes at the
front of the classroom. From time to time be looks for a piece
of chalk and finds a quarter-inch piece on the floor with which
he inscribes unintelligible formulae in spaces between the etched
graffiti of time on an a·lmost-white blackboard to bis side. The
students in the front row look on amazed. Those behind are
turning to each other and making open-mouthed gestures : per
haps they are speaking. The third row is convulsed in silent
laughter, while around the edge of the room and across the back,
pieces of paper are passed meaninglessly along, back and forth,
and signs of animation - bead-turning, mouth-opening, head
tossing, hand-waving, paper-throwing, genital-fondling, bair
pulling, desk-carving and seat-shuff]jng all intima.te full atten
dance at one of the most popular classes in the entire institution.
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A student falls from her seat, and her legs fly up in the air, to
the soundless mirth of the back-row peanut-gallery. The lecturer
has difficulty finding his next page, from a collection of typed
!>beets which appear to be his memoirs, a revolutionary paper
shedding light on a lost manuscript of Aristotle's, or his shopping
list. Four students with wires attached to black boxes at one end,
and their ears at the other end, are performing calisthenics at
high speed on the steps in the aisle toward the back of the room.
A number of paper gliders, gyrocopters and hot-air balloons of
the Montgolfier type fill the airspace above the students' heads.
Three women students of mature years are staring fixedly at a
large clock on the wall behind the lecturer above the blackboard.
The clock is stopped at three-fifteen.
In the office of the Head of the Department, a secretary is typing
information into a machine which prints up the words on a
television-screen. Behind her, another secretary is putting long
essays into a rack of pigeonholes with names printed above them.
An essay slides under the door behind her. The Head of the
Department has his feet up on a table and is making nodding
gestures and is opening and closing his mouth from time to time;
he is holding a telephone, and looking out of a window. On this
floor of the building, senior members of staff have small windows
in their cells, out of which they stare at times, between writing
marks in large old-fashioned ledgers or exercise-books with pink
maps on the covers. No one is in a hurry in the Head's office,
except the secretary who accepts, robot-like, sheets of paper from
students who enter with silent giggles and awkward gestures of
humility and obeisance.
Behind the pile of essays on the desk of the original lecturer in
this movie, a clock's hands rotate rapidly, until six hours have
passed; he rises, crams more papers into his briefcase, and goes
to the door, under which another stack of essays slides as he is
about to make his departure. He picks them up and crams them
in a pocket of his battered coat. In the next frame, he is walking
toward a railway station as a bus slowly moves away, bearing
schoolchildren who make faces at him. He walks with a crouching
shuffle, and on the railway platform, observes more Siamese twins
dressed in black, writing their names on posters and seats along
the side next to a fence. They write 'Homework sucks', and he
walks past them, apparently unobserved. As he passes, they turn
to make masturbatory gestures at his back, and noiselessly laugh.
The scene fades as a train comes past the group, and the lecturer
is seated in a small room, with a naked light-bulb hanging over
him, at a desk surrounded by piles of typewritten and handwritten
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papers. Shelves of books surround this cameo, and he makes
annotations in red ink on the essays. A folder marked 'Jam
Factory Handbook' is open in front of him, at a page beaded
'Instructions Which Employees Must Follow'. A newspaper lies
on the floor beside him, and the camera moves to rest briefly on
the headline 'College Bludgers to Be Weeded Out', before floating
upward to rest on the remarks he is recording in a mechanical,
unimpassioned manner. He writes 'Your observations are quite
interesting, and it would be pleasant to see some commentary on
the topic; you might find it useful to read one of the prescribed
documents from time to time, in order to ind icate which subject
you have enrolled in. Your style is in general reflective, although
you experiment with using puncuation occasionally'. He marks
the e ssay with a large C: CREDIT, and conveys it to a three-foot
pile of completed essays, then automatically reaches for another.
Through the open door, a woman, possibly related to him by
marriage, is leaving the house, arm-in-arm with another person;
both are dressed in black, and noiselessly making gestures of
contempt at him and exchanging amused looks. The hands on a
clock beside him revolve until six hours has passed. He louks up,
blinks, and takes up the newspaper, to tum to the second page.
A headline meets his eyes, as the camera moves in to rest upon
it for a moment. He reads: 'Education a dead loss : Media Boss',
and under thi s, a smaller headline, 'Minister agrees to slash funds
for timewaster teachers'. He turns to the editorial page, and reads
'What are they doing to our future leaders?'. As he returns to
the desk to pick up another essay, a figure dressed in black with
a skeleton mask enters, silently, beside him, observes what he is
doing, recoils in horror, and leaves the room more swiftly than
the pace of entering. Several grinning demons enter the room,
baring their arses and cavorting about the desk, the piles of essays,
and mantlepiece; they throw marked essays into the corners of
the room, shuffle together marked and unmarked essays, defecate
on them, pull his hair, tweak bis nose, make faces at him, and
noiselessly depart with rude gestures. He picks up the essay, and
begins to write in a margin 'Your observations are quite interest
ing . . . and glances from time to time at the rapidly rotating
hands of the clock. Outside the window in front of the desk, the
sun i s rising, and he picks up an assortment of essays to cram in
his briefcase; straightening his jacket, he leaves the room to re
turn to the Jam Factory.
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JOHNNY FISH-Fi\CE
Doreen Sullivan
Johnny said to me, in the car Johnny said, "How's about it
then?", and I was sort of tempted, but said, "No way", 'cos I
was standing in the shower when I was about fifteen and it was
late, and I was thinking, It can't be. It can't be because I haven't
done anything. And then I was thinking, Well, maybe I bad done
something and just blanked out about it because it was traumatic
like. Standing in the shower wondering why the blood hadn't
come yet, because I wasn't even the type.
I get home and she's got her back pressed against the sink, he's
got his body pressed against hers, and she doesn't even notice
the ends of her long hair floating in the dishwater. He asks her
again, "Whose child?" Her ear is in his mouth, but I can hear
him from here. I tell them I'm home, so he takes bis body away
from hers and she turns to the sink to do the dishes. Her stomach
thuds on the sink. She has suds in her hair, and I wonder if she'H
wash it tonight.
The next night I tell her I'm going out and that I'll be back at
three. "Two," she says. "Yeah, yeah," I say. And he says to me,
"Going out again?" I say, "Yeah." He makes as if he's going to
stop me, but all he says is, "Who with?"
So I tell him, 'Johnny. " She touches his arm, but he only says,
"I hope you know what you're getting into." I say, "I can look
after myself. "
Johnny Fish-Face is a big, big boy, but he can't dance. You can't
dance, can you Johnny, Johnny, huh Johnny. 1 CAN. I'm the
best dancer there's ever been. You've seen me lots, huh Johnny.
"Dance for me," he says, "you're a good mover." Yeah, yeah,
sure Johnny, sure. You sweat so much. I hate the way you drink.
They're staring each other out in the kitchen. Tonight she got
sick. She says th� only thing she can drink is flat lemonade. He
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said, "What do I care?" I told them my face has broken out. He
just sat there. She was retching in the comer, and I was patting
her waist, saying, "It's all right. Really, it's all right", and won
der:ng why she was sick now, wondering where the Dexsal was.
He said, "In the cupboard, where else? " So I just mopped up
after her, and left them in the kitchen. And the grease from the
kitchen floats into my room, and my room always smells of
bloody spaghetti and petrol, and it sticks down my throat. I call
Johnny.
We go dancing and Johnny moves like a washing-machine, he's
the best wash:ng-machine there's ever been ; me, I'm the Snow
Queen ( if you know what I mean) . You know what I mean, don't
you Johnny? I said , NO, NO, NO, Johnny, not here, and he kept
touching me. I said : no Johnny, not here. I jammed his fingers
;n the glove-box ( he smelt of beer) .
Does it feel good Johnny, huh, Johnny huh? When I stroke you,
can you feel it? I punch you, I punch you, Johnny, Johnny. I
vom i t on you and step out of your car. Your hands sweat so
much when you touch me .
I straighten my clothes and get home. She's asleep at the kitchen
table, her hair all over his newspaper. She's white. He flicks her
hair when it gets in the way of the doodle he is drawing. "About
time," he says.
" Why don't you bring Johnny home?" she asks.
"Sometime," I say.
' 'You be more careful than your mother, " he says. She flushes,
and I think she will hit him, and I've got to get out of this kitchen.
I can smell my sweat from dancing and it mixes wth all the
kitchen smells and the leftover cigarette smoke is in my throat
still. When I get to my room the car fumes from outside settle on
my skin. I wish I could wash it all off.
She was sick this morning. She's hunched over, waxing the kitchen
floor now, with her stomach beneath her. I can't STAND it.
•'Don't do that," I tell her. "Got to," she says. She waxes the
kitchen floor. My legs are shaking and I call Johnny.
He takes me to this party. Then Johnny Fish-Face gets me in
the corner at bis place. He says we're going to dance, but I'm the
leader of the moll patrol, and Johnny, Johnny i s out of control.
I'm the master of the two-step bop, drop drop down; see me
frown Johnny, Johnny. Get down, Johnny, down boy. Get off me.
I say, Johnny, Johnny, we can't go to bed, no, no, not yet Johnny,
we're not (ha ! ) wed. I said, no.
So Johnny sulks in the corner, I can't dance by myself, the party's
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come with us, this lady waltzes in front of me, she's pregnant,
she's fat; I know exactly how she got like that. Take me home,
Johnny, Johnny Fish-Face. He drags me out the door, he's gonna
put me in my place. Don't do it, Johnny. So he dr ives home like
a screaming lunatic and I'm having trouble breathing, and he
actually drives me to my OWN house, so I ask him in. And
they're not home, so I wonder, then I know she must be scream
ing to the hospital where I know her insides are gonna be ripped
out. Johnny's got this tight grin on his face and my stomach is
going BOOMBOOMBOOM and me chattering on like an idiot
about coffee? tea? careful on the shiny floor, just waxed, I say
Johnny, Johnny, be careful -
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AGAINST HER WILL
Zoe Karpin
Katyia's first sexual experience hadn't gone well. She hadn't really
enjoyed it, despite her expectations. Lam had been too rough.
After they had finished with each other, he'd been dismissive and
driven her back home without a word. He hadn't gotten in touch
with her again. She was left just as he'd found her, totally alone.
Alone in her home with her mother and brother. Her mother's
eyes watching her.
Her mother was hollow-eyed from working hard. At least that
was how she explained it to them. For Katyia, she reserved extra
time to let the rounded sighs of her complaint edge a little bit
further into Katyia's bosom. Katyia had many years of being
prepared, like her mother's washing, soaking in bleach for a more
fitting end than her mother's.
At school, Katyia and her friends would sit in a circle at lunchtime
and try to guess when each of them would get married.
"You'll be married at 2 1 , Katyia," they all agreed.
"Why's that?" she asked.
"You just have that look about you," one of them said to her.
Katyia took her words in and remembered the prophecy. It gave
her a clue. Otherwise she had no idea. She would sit in class
wondering if she liked any of the lessons and watching the girls
and boys who could answer questions. She was always good in
class and never made a nuisance of herself. It hadn't made any
difference.
Mostly she watched the boys. Andrew got the prizes in Maths.
Andrew and John were often asked to go on messages. Andrew
who talked and demanded that he be given things to do, always
did well, got good marks. He wanted to be an engineer. He made
lots of building gestures when he was with his friends.
"Engineers make lots of money," he told Katyia. Good on you,
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she'd thought but she'd said nothing, hating the way his eyes
looked so washed out and his hair laid flat and sandy coloured on
bis head.
Perhaps she would be an engineer too; she wanted to make lots of
money. She told her friend Daphne, who'd replied - "You must
be mad . It's so unnatural for a woman, you know." So Katyia
quickly forgot about it; she didn't want to be mad or unnatural,
more than she wanted to make money.
Then she met Lam, just after her fifteenth birthday. He was there
on the station when she came back from seeing a friend. She liked
the way he was so much older than her and that he didn't know
her at all. They went out together to the bush and he asked her
straight away if she was ready for a great time and she said yes.
It hadn't been such a great time - it was quick and painless, but
nothing fun. He said that he would ring but never did . However
she carried bis memory around her from then on like the throbbing
new bits of her that bad been pushed into operation.
She started to pretend to herself that Lam wasn't an illiterate
layabout (which she suspected he was ) but a handsome famous
man who was infatuated with her. She pretended he had been
called away by pressing business demands. She in turn, loved him
with an intensity that made everything else insignificant. This Lam
liked everything about her. He liked her tightly curled hair, her
flat nose and her skinny legs. He adored her mother and teased
her brother, Tom, in a friendly way. She started to send letters to
herself, signed Lam.
After a while she became much freer and easier about herself.
She stopped worrying about what she was going to do next. When
she walked down the street people no longer stared at her. Instead
Lam was next to her making light of everything and everyone. If
she saw people staring, she believed it was only to look at her
happiness with Lam . She slipped into this daydream whenever she
could, as easily and effortlessly as she had fallen into Lam's way.
This new relationship was much more satisfying than the original
one. She started to avoid touching things. She no longer kissed her
mother on the way out to school. She would walk past her mother's
bent figure and not stop. Her mother would call out "Katyia, don't you have time?" She wouldn't even bother to reply.
When she came home from school, she no longer played with Tom
her younger brother. He would stare at her, but she didn't say a
word to him and eventually he went off and left her alone.
She also refused to take out the garbage for her mother.
"It's no longer my job," she told her mother. Her mother sighed
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at her but she didn't argue. She got Tom to take out the garfiage
instead.
Daphne had been Katyia's friend since the beginning of high
school. She was a bit older than Katyia, a bit quicker. She gener
ally arranged with Katyia to go places together on the weekends
or after school. However, since Lam, Katyia had been arranging
the cirole of events that tied them together. Katyia took Daphne
on walks in the bush and told her the best films to see. She was
powerful under Lam's spell and could afford to do things for her
friend.
They walked in the bush past the side of Katyia's house under
Katyia's leadership and they never actually talked to each other.
Katyia was too busy letting images of herseJf and Lam float
around. At first Daphne, unused to this would shout at her and
shove her, but Katyia barely acknowledged the noise. Daphne
unrelentingly resolved that they were still friends. She would go
places with her watching the steps Katyia would take along streets
they'd never seen before.
In Daphne's eyes, Katyia's life had become totally immersed in
some kind of gelatinous liquid. So thickly coated in it did Katyia
seem that she was becoming impenetrable to pain.
Daphne, on the outside of this gel coat, watched amazed and
horrified at what went on within. Katyia had changed into some
thing beautiful and dangerous. Katyia was beautiful, she had
grown so over the time since Daphne had first got to know her.
She was more beautiful than Daphne could hope to be and more
beautiful than anyone else Daphne knew. Daphne thought she had
a clear sort of beauty that stood on its own.
Katyia never stopped worrying about her looks. She spent hours
gazing in the mirror. She would brush her hair and try on different
clothes. Clothes were her biggest problem. She wasted money on
Dolly magazines. She bought them in order to work out the type
of clothes that would look good on her.
When Daphne said to her, "Why do you worry, why spend time
and money on crap magazines?" Katyia replied - "It's alright for
you, you look sort of normal". Daphne shrugged her shoulders,
1
surprised.
After hours spent poring over magazines, Katyia wo uld spend
further hours searching through shops in Chatswood for the
clothes she wanted.
Sometimes it was impossible to afford the clothes or to find them.
She would get disappointed and storm out of the shop and anorily
cry at home. It was usually the only thing Daphne saw her ;pset
I
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about. It was impossible, as well, for her mother to offer consola
tion when she was like this.
Once when Daphr1e was with her, she was upset about not finding
a lovely checked, black and white pantsuit. Katyia had seen it in
a Dolly magazine and couldn't find it anywhere. Daphne offered
to make it for her. This was a big deal for Daphne who generally
hated making clothes and would often get as upset as Ka.tyia about
buying clothes. Daphne offered to make the pantsuit to stop
Katyia's tears. Katyia wac; so pleased by the offer that she forgot
herself and embraced Daphne.
The pantsuit didn't come out right, so Katyia was upset an over
again. The pains she suffered seemed·· to cut right into her, into
some very centre of her.
After the pantsuit episode Daphne went back to Katyia's after
another unsuccessful shopping trip. When returning from the bath
room she found Katyia standing in front of the mirror in her
bedroom pulling out bits of her hair and cutting her long eyelashes
with the scissors. Horrified, Daphne watched her cutting into her
skin and saw her blood oozing out. Katyia caught . s ight of Daphne
in the mirror, turned towards her and said, "See it's dark all the
way down. It doesn't hurt". She smiled lazily back at Daphne.
Daphne grabbed at the scissors and started yeHing at her. Katyia
walked out of the bedroom.
After that time together Daphne thought that Katyia was getting
worse and worse each day. When she was at school Katyia no
longer stuck to her little area of playground; instead she walked
down the middle of the playground and she got mad at the kids
who she thought were making fun of her, or calling her names.
"Wag," she heard them say and she flew at them like a curil ing
whip and she hurled her own abuse back. As she walked she was
dreaming that it was Lam who was helping her, fighting for her;
on the asphalt Katyia clung to her image of Lam. She acted as if
all would go well.
Mostly her adversaries were surprised when Katyia flew back at
them. They were lazily looking for sport. Retaliation from her
was unwarranted and unjustified. They cowered back and asked
for clemency. "0.K. keep your hair on," they would say, "fair
crack of the whip". Katyia, appeased, would haul in her leash
with a triumphant smile.
One weekend towards the end of the year, in oppressive heat,
humidity hung heavily like lead in Sydney. Daphne, with no
phantoms to hold her up, was walking with Katyia after seeing a
film in St. Leonards and they were going home. The harbour
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encircled them in a turquoise chain and they fell in with two boys
who were going their way. The boys offered them cigarettes and
drinks and Katyia with a cigarette in her hand accidently brushed
up against one boy singeing his hair. Startled, he lashed out at her
abusing her. She cried, "It was an accident". He got madder and
lifted his arm to strike her. Katyia taunted him to do so. Daphne
in tears said, "Stop". The other boy, who before the incident
started, was looking at Daphne trying to stifle some yawns, finally
summoned some interest . He said, "She's only a silly wog".
The two went off, slapping each other on the back. Katyia sat in
the gutter, wishing the harbour would push its shores out wider,
while Daphne tremblingly expected to fall into it.
After that episode, Daphne became afraid and she and Katyia
started to go about separately, striking out more clearly their own
paths.
Katyia didn't notice her new loneliness but spent more and more
time watching films. If she wasn't at the pictures she was locked
in her room at home listening to rock records, surrounded by
pop- star pictures.
The pictures and the songs, from one t o the other she went,
scurrying quickly around corners as she moved from her home to
the local cinema. Until she got stuck one afternoon in the rain
walking back home and looking for shelter. She ran into a car that
had idled up to her offering a lift. Of course she was thinking it
was Lam, but it was three boys picking her up. She didn't have
the strength to refuse and she got in the car when they called out
to her, "Hey luv, wanna lift". The male voice had a tinge of Lam
about it.
The three boys in the car took her t o an out of the way suburban
block and raped her. She knew it was rape and she told others
later that it was. She hadn't wanted the boys and they hadn't asked
if they could have her. The three of them at her, but she didn't
resist. In her mind the pain and humiliation wasn't there. It was
some real lover making love to her. It could be Lam again, or
someone even better.
The unknown. unloveable faces flat against her like hideous fan
tastical reflection of herself, and the bard push and shove of their
bodies pulsating, brought her up against the edges of the outside
worki. But she lay unmovable and undaunted under the boys,
willing only the images of Lam in her head.
The three boys got angry and surprised at her quietness. One of
the three was unexcited, unable to do anything. He hit her on the
mouth. Sh e bled but didn't cry. She just lay tight and taut staring
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at a gum tree. Her eyes never focussed on them for one minute.
After two had finished the boys looked at each other.
"Look at me I can't do anything. I'm not into necrophilia," said
the third.
"What's that?", said one.
"Screwing corpses," he explained.
"God she's a weird one," he said.
"Yeah, she looks like a wog anyhow," said the boy again.
They ran off and left her on the block, hopped into their car and
drove off, their brakes squealing.
A couple found Katyia in the early morning. She was crying and
moaning and when they asked her what had happened she said,
"Nothing really".
They took her home. They were kind and concerned but they
didn't have the time to go into it. They drove her to her house
and handed her over to her mother, then drove off with their
brakes squealing.
All that day Katyia and her mother sat around the house. Katyia
didn't want her mother to take her up to the police. Katyia's
mother didn't know what to do. She kept asking what had hap
pened, if she'd been hurt.
As Katyia sat in the chair with bruises and blood running down
her legs, she said, "Nothing happened really".
Later her mother dragged her to the police. However, the blood
and the semen had been washed off. She couldn't remember what
the boys looked like and she told the police that she didn't touch
them. The police said, "We can do nothing". They would do
nothing.
They looked at her and her distraught mother and whispered
among themselves. They humoured them for a while but then
asked them to go. "There's no reason to believe you've been
raped, " one of them said to Katyia. Katyia and her mother went
home screaming at each other.
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ALAS, POOR YORICK!
Jo_hn Lewis
Who is he, anyway, this middle-aged man
with the thinning hair?
I didn't invite him around.
He looks a wreck : bags under his eyes,
dandruff, tic nerveux...
Wish he'd piss off!
Probably a school-teacher .. .one of those
worn-out seventies radicals
who finally caved in and did a Dip. Ed.
in Disillusionment somewhere . ..
"Sold out."
Swapped his Queensland heads for some
Jacob's Creek Claret,
bought himself a home loan and
a colour tv...
Yeah, things are looking grim all right.
The war in Vietnam's finished, and there's
nothing left to fight for .. .
It must be a CIA conspiracy!
It's even worse than when Kerr
sacked Whitlam ...
He was so much younger
then.
Now, he's just a little bit
ridiculous,
listening to Astral Weeks on his way
to work,
and wondering if he ought to start
that novel
again ...
Poor computer-illiterate bastard.
Why doesn't somebody tell him that his
"revolution" is over,
now that there are health foods
in the supermarket.
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THE MONUMENT IN
JACKSON STREET
Colleen Farrell

Our voyeurism survives
Around the wreck
Of a white Ford Fairlane,
Circa 1 976,
Which no one will let us forget.
Reduced, reducing, moving
And unmoved
In the carpark.
We are its witnesses
With a sentry's view.
It suffers first, the ingenuity of
Our neighbour, who wrenches off
An extra bumper bar.
The mirror, he curses,
Is already taken.
Then, local boys,
On skateboards and bikes
Hurl tro11ey-loads of
Beer bottles at its rear.
We watch as frequent visitors,
Thinking themselves unwatched,
Check it through and
Carry off useless souvenirs.
When the boot starts filling up
With rubbish
We see the opportunity to get rid
Of a lime green carpet
Abandoned by our predecessors.
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We wait for our successors.
But not for long.
We watch four men in a carpet-cleaning truck
Believing they've found it.
Glad you like our carpet! we scream
You didn't see us steal it, they say
You didn 't see us dump it
ls more to the point, we say
Five a.m. on a Saturday morning
And drug dealers and prostitutes
Play a strange, indecipherable game of
Coming and going,
Leaving then recollecting
A big, antique vase from its rear.
Car spotlights on the wreck
Over-develop its sense of drama.
By breakfast, a man from the suburbs
Driving a sleek, younger-brother version
Finds its kindred pillaged and raped.
We gape
As twelve children try its suspension
For trampolining,
As an aluminium.can collector
Pokes it with a nailed stick,
As restaurant goers gaze disdainfully in,
As it becomes a monument
To the hope of finding someone else's story
Of finding something someone else has lost.
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ROBIN
Colleen Farrell
There was no room for the l ikes of you back then.
No psychological explanations or simple compassion.
You couldn't read and that was aU that was said .
I see you now as I am an adult, not a child,
Standing on your child-legs beside the desk,
The rest of the class, hands propping their heads,
Bored to inertia with the school reader.
You read with practised humiliation,
Knowing only the longest words and
Stumbling over the ifs, buts or whens.
Being a child you had no defence :
You shined at the most difficult mathematics
But that didn't make any sense to our educators.
You fell for the smartest girl in the school
But kept your love to a tender distance,
Mentioning a visit but never imposing,
Only riding past on your bicycle,
Waving, often, hoping for an invitation in.
You were probably aware of the laughter
That thought this dream of yours so funny;
But you felt an empathy with such adeptness as she had,
So strangely denied to you.
I remember - your sweet pumpkin head,
Your enormous school·boy shorts and chicken-spindle legs
And your mother, silent, with a smile set
To bear the brunt of being the mother
Of the school's famous dunce.
Jn a newspaper some years on
I saw your picture as a Missing Person
But knew you had been lost years before, little boy,
Lost beyond the stiff seas of desks
And the stiff-lipped readers making perfect progress,
Making more perfect specimens than you.
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DEMONSTRATION, CIRCA 1978
Colleen Farrell
That year, like many others,
I was a fool.
I took you on for one thing.
I'll show you what it's like, I said,
I'll get rotten too, and I'll show you!
Show you how it is to commute to another planet
Show you how it is to live with an alien.
To squat here everyday with an evacuee!
Nothing but Campari in the pantry, I remember.
I poked my bony bum into your lap
For torturous good measure And trying to be as sinister as I could
I threw them back.
Your eyes wouldn't leave the T.V. set,
Fingers loosen around your cigarette, or
Your mouth or lungs for a minute forget
The smug, mustard, buddha-shaped bong
Breathing dead matches, old water
And foul black hash from behind
Your Grandad-style seat.
I sat in your black pall,
Drinking myself in desperate demonstration
Watch me fall!
The rest I cannot remember.
With blood-sickness raging
Between my head and liver I heard
You boasting of my quaint exploits
On the telephone to your friends
The next afternoon.
I learnt for sure the inane nature of my experiment.
There was nothing in me
To show you
To you.
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TEN TULIPS
Colleen Farrell

Do you know the dying stages of a tulip?
I do - I'm learning.
Watching them on the mantlepiece,
Their necks cut,
Unaware as yet that they are dead.
And just as I was thinking of the slow deaths
Of all the handsome heads I've brought here,
There you were at the door With ten ! Ten more !
Ten! As if by request!
Thankyou! These are ten of the absolute be&t!
Ten handsome heads to study!
Ten - and so red.
Ten sorry's, ten fat hearts, ten sweet Dutch amends.
And now, just as before,
My spine lumps over them in matriarchal gladnes&
As I give them a draught of tap water to loosen their throats,
As I gather them in for their moratorium,
Their glorious progress
Toward s a permanent status
Of death.
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TULIPS
Colleen Farrell

The tulips
Were a lie
That wrote a
Poem
That
Lied
The poem
Said the
Tulips were
A gift of love
But the tulips were
A gift of guilt
The only
Flowers
You ever
Gave me
Were delivered
For a dull motivation
The tulips were
To make amends
For two years of
Bovine routine
Delivered with sex appeal
And love, and patience infinitum
(Sorry to scrap
The Romantic Version)
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DESPAIR
(after Munch's 'The Sick Room' )

Colleen Farrell

Mother,
What more should we let Modern Medicine
Do?
In this familiar place
Your face grows edgeless Flattened and white and soft like cotton
And father,
Cringing in the corner of the room
Is a living, waiting telephone
And we, your children,
Sick with health,
Perch comfortlessly on the brim of the thigh-high bed
And stand around your fragile head
And the shrinking belly in which we grew;
Valuable trinkets at the bedside
With nothing tangible to offer you.
What do we do?
The words sneak out from under the bed Well-heeled shoes with good intentions
And nowhere real to walk to.
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Yesterday
Your face was defined
And your cheeks red.
Now you lie being wound down
With resting and fasting and pre-meds,
Down, down, down to the anaesthetic death,
Down to where your breath slows to the deep, deep peace
Of the nearly dead.
Tubes file in and out of your body,
Carrying this and that,
Like the dutiful nurses who
Move through the night and the day and then noon,
To make you, for the last time, for the very last time,
At last,
Well.
Tomorrow
They'll wheel you back
With fresh cuts, fresh sewing, fresh depths,
For the sixth time back to us;
To your blanching family,
To your bleaching cell,
Back to us,
Who can't lie or pray
Or say :
"Mother,
You are well"
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NAILS FOR THE WINDOW
Colleen Farrell

I don't know who you are
But I've got a knife for your back
And a hammer for your head
Since law and karma
Can't keep you in check
Like fear of you keeps me
You've robbed me once already
- Solitude turns from a gift of peace and time
To terror There's nails for the windows
Bolts for the door
And a sign on the gate that says
Beware of the Dog
I don't have
Fresh air has disappeared
The house swaddled in curtains and darkness
Like a woman in mourning
The T.V. and radio blare for you
The bed stuffed with a lump to simulate
A sleeping human form
- But this is not a child's game
When I was a child my nights
Bristled with the presence of saints
And tooth fairies and Santa's little men
Now when I need them
This faith is gone
And my company in the real world
Is malevolent
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OUT OF THE BLUE
An Interview with Jenny Boult

B IBLIOGRAPHY
Hotel A nonymous, 1 980, Bent Enterprises
Can't Help Dreaming, 1 98 1 , ( Play Script)
Handbaggery, 1 982, Bent Enterprises
The White Rose & The Bath, 1 984, Friendly Street Poets
Flight 39, 1 986, Abalone Press
"I" ls A Versatile Character, 1 986, WAV Publications
A bout A untie Rose, 1 988, Penguin Omnibus

Jenny Boult lives & writes in
' Adelaide. Her output is prolific;
she believes in "getting the work
out there so people can read it."
Boult has travelled to many
parts of Australia, to read her
work in public & to conduct
Writing Workshops. She has also
read in England, Paris & the
USA. Boult has built a reputa
tion as a hard-working, honest
poet who provides insights into
th e commonplace. Jenny Boult's
world is nearly always chaotic as
she observes little worries which
balloon into enormous concerns.
Thi s interview was conducted in March 1 989 by mailing Bault a
list of questions to which she responded by speaking her answers
into a tape recorder.
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GDS: When did you decide to become a writer?

J.B. : I don't think I ever did decide to become a writer, I just
found myself to be one. Originally I wrote because I was a com
pulsive writer; then I discovered that people actually wanted to
read the stuff I wrote and so I continued.
Who were your early influences?

I always loved W. B. Yeats, especially his poem "Easter 1 9 1 9" or
whatever it is, I can't remember it offhand. When I was a teenager,
the Beat Poets in particular, and the whole influence of the sixties
was instrumental in me developing a need for some sort of written
self expression.
Where was your fim work published?

In a school magazine in Western Australia; it was the Applecross
Senior High School magazine. I had quite a lot of poems in the
school magazine when I was in fourth year and again when I was
in fifth year.
Your first book was a collection of poems titled "THE HOTEL
ANONYMOUS" which was published in 1980. It won the Anne
Elder Award for best first book of poetry. Did becoming an author
make a difference to your self image as a writer?

Yes. I never really took myself seriously as a writer before, but
knowing that other people did, encouraged me to continue.
Is it possible to make a living out of being a writer in Australia?
No, it isn't possible for me to make a living out of writing because
I'm not catering to the mainstream. For some writers of course
it is possible. Look at people like Blanche D'Alpuget, Glenda
Adams and Peter Carey, who even though their books are regu
larly published and sell well, still manage to collar 20,000 dollars
a year grants over three year periods.
When did you begin to conduct writing workshops?

In 1 979 I think, when I started doing the Poetry Mobile Work
shops with Eric Beach and Cliff Smyth in Victoria.
What effect did it have on your own writing?

A lot of effect, because I began to write for an audience rather
than si mply for myself and my peers. Because we were working
with students, I found myself directing what I wrote to a much
wider audience.
What sort of reaction do you get from people to your work? Do
they respond the way you want them to?
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People who are familiar with the genre of contemporary literature
react very positively to it. Other people sometimes find it hard to
understand because it's not telling a story enough; it's not the kind
of writing that they're m.ed to - it's too different.
Do you have trouble editing your work?
I don't have a great deal of trouble. I edit fairly thoroughly;
sometimes poems go ten, twelve drafts. Prose sometimes the same.
It all depends. I don't discuss my writing process particularly, or
my routine because the proces& is different every time and I don't
really work to a routine. I also find that if you show people things
that are incomplete, they start giving you criticism that applies to
a completed work and I would rather show people what I consider
to be a finished product, so that I've already got the upper hand.
How do you tell the difference between good and not so good
writing?
I don't know really; I know what I like and it's a wide variety of
writing. It all depends on what it is; I mean, I can read a thriller
and love it and I can read someone l ike Marguerite Dura& and
love that too so it's a matter of preference really.
What's the difference between prose and poetry?
I think poetry is much more rhythmical, although you can have
prose which is very rhythmic as well. Poetry is much more suc
cinct, less descriptive; the narrative is kept brief .. . Poetry is
much more concerned with the compression of ideas, but I've
just been reading Sergei Eisenstein's autobiography and his prose
is all about ideas and it blends poetry and prose together in what's
really a unique way.
What kind of �riting do you enjoy reading?
A wide range of things .. . I'm just looking around me to see what
I've been reading at the moment : I've got a Michael Moorcock,
a Raymond Chandler, "The Man Who Mistook Hi& W ife For A
Hat", and a science fiction book called "Broken Symmetries " by
Paul Proust. Also in front of me is a book called "Nature Watch "
which is based on a TV series. I also read newspapers, magazines,
almost anything; if i t's got word&, I'H read it; I mean, I read
street signs, I read graffitti. I also read poetry but probably not as
much as I should. I tend to use the library a lot and what's in the
library is what I'm reading at the time.

Why is there a distrust or dislike of poetry by many people?
Because it's been taught to them in the wrong way. Look at
Primary School children - they love poetry, they adore it because
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it's funny, it's got pathos a lot of the time and it's designed to
appeal to an audience. When you get to High School you start to
read people like John Donne, Shakespeare . . . you're reading a
literature of a dead society. I personally think that to teach poetry,
you should start with people who are alive and so develop an
interest in literature so that you do go back into the past. People
distrust poetry because they've had to put up with such archaic,
high faluting meaningless work (for a contemporary teenager).
Do you enjoy reading your work in public?
Yes, I do. I get very very nervous about it but I think it's a good
test of whether it's good or bad writing. If it will come off the
page beautifully, then it's working . . . I love to see people re
spond to what is happening in the work.
Is public reading a part of your editing process? Some poets keep
changing their poems after reading them in performance. Some
poems seem to have a life of their own - they just refuse to lie

still . . .

I quite often change my poem as I'm reading it in public.
Would you say your work explores the chaos of modem inner city
living?
I don't know about the chaos of modern inner city living - it
explores the chaos of me, in relation to inner city living. It's a very
personal interpretation of what is happening around me.

Is your prose more surreal than your poetry? This seems to be the
case with the stories in your collection" "i" is a versatile charac
ter".
The poetry that I've been writing .Jately is, I think, a progression
from the stories in " "i" is a versatile character". The language is
quite different to my previous work and I've sort of separated my
work into what I consider to be for adults and for children,
although the stuff for children is enjoyed by adults as well.
I like the way your sense of humour comes through in your poems.
Do you use humour to contrast come of the grim subjects you
tackle? I'm thinking of poems from "FLIGHT 39" like "it's all
over", "dear dusty springfield" and "i'd like to know about the
fishbowl".
Yes, I do use humour to tackle pretty grim things. You know,
laugh in the face of adversity and you'll get through . . .
Which have been some of your memorable reading-s?
I think one at the Rochester Castle in Melbourne last year when
I lost my handbag and all the people bought my books so I could
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get home - that was pretty memorable. I vividly remember my
first reading which was at the Botanic Hotel in Adelaide : the
people before me had been Span, Graham Rowlands, Richard
Tipping, Kate Llewellyn and then Larry Buttrose, Donna McGrath
and then they said: 'Does anyone else want to read' and I had a
swag of poems with me and got up and they actually applauded;
that was definitely what started me off and was one of my most
memorable readings . . . I remember reading at La Mama Poetica
in Melbourne one time and it was absolutely fabulous. I also
remember doing a reading of a performance piece which was
actua.Jly published by Going Down Swinging called "Sheila Rock
arina" at the Pram Factory, years and years and years ago and
during the reading Eric Beach threw a joint down onto the stage
and I just about fell off my cha:ir because I'd had too much to
drink but a good time was had by all.
Do you get nervous before a public reading?
Yes I do. Generally I get quite silent, introverted; don't know
what to say to people; I'm fearful at the response; my heart's
beating madly and I get a great rush of adrenalin just before I
get up and I think it's the adrenalin that keeps me going. What
happens really is that I feel very vulnerable and I've always said
that vulnerability is power. If you can come to terms with your
vulnerability and do it anyway, well then you're a powerful figure
and your voice is powerful, so you come across . . .
A great deal of your work seems to be based on personal ex
perience. It must be hard to pour out your soul in public. Do you
distance yourself from your writing?
Yes, it is hard, but I've learnt to distance myself. I've had to do
that because otherwise I'd go crazy ...well, maybe I do go crazy
sometimes. Sometimes I get to feeling well what is this all for and
what is it all about, but I continue.
You're making a name for yourself in the field of poetry for
children, having been anthologized in various books for children
and then having your book "About Auntie Rose" published by
Puffin Omnibus. This poetry also appeals to adults and I've heard
you at a reading introduce them as poetry for children of all ages.
It takes great skill and control to have this appeal. How do you
achieve the fine balance?
I never thought of myself as a writer for children. What's hap
pened from working a lot in schools is I've had to develop a
writing that I can use anywhere because when I first started doing
it, I used a lot of other people's work because I just didn't have
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the material. When Omn ibus asked me if I had a manuscript for
children I said : 'No, of course not,' and so I started writing
"About Auntie Rose". It took almost twelve months to get that
collection of poems together, because although there are about 50
poems in the book, I wrote about 200. For about five months I
was sitting down writing about three poems a day. By the time
I'd finished, my brain felt like a piHow, it was absolutely full of
feathers, you know; I'd sort of gone back into my own childhood,
looked at the students that I was working with, tried to imagine
what was common childhood experience and the sorts of things
that happen in most families. I originally found writing for child
ren very difficult. When I was writing the manuscript "Now Mum's
Learning Chinese", I found it much easier. I think I have to be
in a particular frame of mind to do it and I have to set myself a
task of not writing one poem at a time but of writing a collection
and coming up with the idea of a series of poems.
What are your plans for the future?
Well, i n the last couple of years I've actually had extremely little
work and at the moment I have in fact applied to do a course in
bar management which is not really what I ever intended to do.
The climate for contemporary literature in Australia is becoming
increasingly difficult to manage because where once young writers
were funded and middle of the range writers were funded, what is
happening at the moment is that it's mostly going to writers who
are already established. The support from the funding authorities
just isn't there. Education funding's been cut and it's getting more
and more difficult. I suppose I'll continue to write and do readings
but I really don't know what will happen.
What direction do you think poetry in Australia is heading?
I think we're coming into increasingly conservative times. Maybe
things will change in the nineties, but the eighties are really a
flow-on from the seventies when the small magazines had it all
going for them and people were used to reading small magazines;
they were used to reading contemporary literature, or they were
beaming used to it. Now, what I think is happening is that we,
um, well the money's been cut and without money, poets simply
can't live. In the past poets had patrons and in recent years in
Australia, the Australia Council has been patron and the State
Government Arts Departments have been the patrons for many
poets, but without that patronage we simply can't afford to exist
without having a day job or supplementing Social Seourity in some
way or other. The sixties and seventies were boom years for
poetry but the late seventies and eighties have put the lid on
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it to a great extent. Of course there will always be poetry . .. Also.
publishers are tending to publish much more mainstream, populist
kinds of poetry rather than taking risks with new people and
different styles of writing. That's why the ittle magazines that are
still going are so important; magazines like Going Down Swinging,
Otis Rush. Verandah . . . Even people like Hale & Iremonger who
don't really take too many risks, but at least they are prepared to
pretend to or whatever. The direction that it's going is down hill
[laughs]. There are more and more poets because of the amount
of writing workshops that are being conducted but you can tell
people who are out of writing workshops because their work has
sort of a common voice to the workshop; it's very difficult to hear
an ind ividualistic voice out of someone who has created work
within a workshop group. This is also one of the reasons why I
don't show a lot of people what I'm writing while it's in the
process - because I want a clear voice; I don't want to express
a communal voice.
That's about it Myron. I hope I've done enough here . . . Also if
you see Ken Smeaton, Eric Beach, Shelton Lea, Lauren Williams
and all those people please say I send them my regards. Bye bye! ;
Interviewed by Myron Lysenko
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WILLOUGHBY STREET
Danny Drummond

Rounding the corner in !".econd gear,
drawn up zoom-lens like in third
to a vacant block of cape-weed and couch;
hardy sugar gums muscling inbetween.
One day's work for a D8, I guess,
to bring down number seventeen.
Stepping out the drive that was, I found
a brick bat. Chucked it in-back-of the ute.
My tears met the grass on a mandatory circuit
through rank urban regrowth, stumbling,
g'lance to neighbours who have encroached.
The once fortress pailing fences : a suggested line.
Black Wattle tree trunk gripped with two hands.
Part for support, part to feel its textured
bark, like lizard skin. White knuckles shake free
seed from the season just gone, as I
Caught the stench from a back lane incinerator.
Faced away; fending questions of infant child-in-tow.
"Did you live here daddy? Where did the house go?
Why daddy? When? Can we go home now?"
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THE ANARCHIST
Robert D rummond

I think I'm writing a play
with
no actors
no audience
no scenery
no theatre
just a large piece of paper
& a box of matches.
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ELEPHANTS
Terry Harrington
"Elephants and man are complete competitors and complete
competitors cannot co-exist."
Elephants, similarly, love their teeth six sets if they are savannah wise
ground down to the gums.
then
piano keys or dice,
billiard balls or false teeth
or an exquisitely useless figurine.
If you invited a pachyderm home for the day
you might have to order in
1 36 kilograms of fair to good forage material.
& provide an anthill-pillow
for its afternoon nap,
but try not to leave old carcasses lying around -'
they are compulsive undertakers
& love to stroke the bones.
You will win them with a pre-dinner mud wallow.
In the wild, they are dying out.
They are battling with the interminable disease
of Fastbucks. Impossibly graceful good-looks
will not save them, the paradoxical hand-nose
cannot pull a trigger. They are condemned
to a large but lesser state of eternal greyness.
You may see them on a sunday afternoon
meditating on their northern perimeters
at Tsavo in Somali, or at Amboselli
in Kenya, or at Hwange in Zimbabwe.
tossing
odd lengths of homo sapiens
up into the air,
spitting on them out of their hands
& pissing megalitres on their coffee crops.
When they can, they indulge
in the complete competition of revenge.
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CINDERELLA
Rhonda Poholke
Ci.nderella meets and falls in love with Prince Charming
They marry and make excruciating love in their palace
( old run down cement sheet joint in the suburbs)
Two Princes and two Princesses arrive
No-one told Cinderella or Prince Charming
that the basic weekly wage doesn't cover
the house mortgage and car payment
and all the other bills
and put food on the table for six people,
four of them healthily expanding ·
Prince Charming looks less charming these days
and he drinks too much beer
Cinderella's developing a thick girth
eating too much bread
The family car has four bald tyres
and the exhaust's blowing smoke
Lately Cinderella's been washing by hand
because the washing machine's broken down
Cinderella goes to the op shop
and tries on ugly sister rejects
and picks up clothes for the Princes and Princesses
occasionally - a pair of shoes or a jumper
for Prince Charming
One day Cinderella_ calls the repairman
to have a look at her washing machine
After examining it he announces that
she should invest her money in a new one
because it would cost too much to repair
He thanks her for calling him and hands her the bill
Cinderella stuffs the smooth, pink slip into a
bulging hessian bag attached to he� kitchen wall,
goes to the laundry, fills the sink with water
and begins lathering soiled clothes
In the froth and bubbles dancing around her
water-washed hands
she sees a handsome �rince and a glamorous Princess
dancing in a froth and bubble ball room . . .
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LONELY VAMPIRE BLUES
Catherine Bateson

I've spent aH week defeating this - tried the conventional
cures; bought new clothes, taken hot baths, read travel
books. At night I smoke the sweet
dreams baby, so I can sleep midnight to midday
with the sun in my head.
This is called getting by, getting through, getting
over.
I've cleaned the room, kept busy, drunk
whisky, trying to keep my lonely vampire at safe
distance.
(She is the one shrieking like a mandrake. I am the woman
who signs the cheques, pays the bins. I try to outpace
her but she tracks me down.)
Tonight she is shrieking inside me. Tonight, searching
for some,
for any letter to answer
I found your address given to me that first
evening. A name, a street and a phone number I can 't
caH. At one a.m.
dignity's a bad joke and the vampire
goes out looking for a stake.
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THE SPANISH ARE VERY GOOD .AT
Rod Usher
The Spanish are very good at . . .
Spilling their blood and the bull's
Terracing hills with a mule
Embracing children and fools
Sudden'l y losing their cool.
Forgiving the most heinous of acts
Making tongue-trembling wines
Never ruining their reality with facts
Treating wives as concubines.
The Spanish are very good at . . .
Dres�ing to kill for a stroll
Making more noise than six Frogs
Seeing the half. not the whole
Ill-treating cats and dogs.
Kissing you on both cheeks
Driving in traffic so fast
Holding faith as strongly as Sikhs
Glorifying an inglorious pa�t.
Procrastinating until manana
Dumping their rubbish where it falls
Dancing flamenco a la Sevilliana
Repeating a joke 'til it palls.
The Spanish are very good at . . .
Adjusting their cocks on the Metro
Holding their brandy and beer
Declaiming their macho and hetero
Being easily led by the ear.
Playing both anarch and despot
Cooking garlic and onion and prawn
Giving new meaning to earshot
Being glad, and sad, to've been born.
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JOANNA'S BEDROOM
Steven Herrick

Joanna's bedroom
midnight Friday
the rain lashes the window
it's drenching the books
Joanna's standing beside
she's shouting at me
picks up a book & throws it
I duck & come up s.miling
only to be hit with a Websters Dictionary
across the jaw
I pick up my dirty socks and run towards her
before I make it
she gets the teapot open
and hits me with a Bm,hell's barrage
sodden leaves drip from my nose
I throw my socks in her face
she kicks me in the ankle
grabs a handful of dirt from the plant on the dresser
& shoves it down my shirt
I give up
lay wet, dirty, and sore on the carpet
Joanna gets the vacuum cleaner
turns it on full throttle
& sticks it down my shirt
this is her way of s.aying she's sorry
I gently pick up the teapot
and tip the remains over her head
me & Joanna
we're in love
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ALL THAT JAZZ
Christine Lindberg

I slide
like a trombone
into brassy sass
"Heh! You pat my ass
agin"
I jazz
so free!
so american
ese!
"I see you fly out that door
n' boy you don' play that horn
here no more"
But 01' Man River
he don' say nothin'
he jus' keeps rollin' along
Nice n' easy
he slides my skin
nice n' easy
on th' upbeat begin
Things kinda grow
tro pi cal
he wet lips
swamp kiss
Florida
mangrove
thighs
Now he's playin'
Dixie
but I got the
Blues
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Way down low
I hold th' note
dreamin'
ol' times forgotten
dreamin'
look away look away
Someday!
(You know what I mean?)
It's gonna seem like Love.

IN THE DREAM
Christine Lindberg

In the dream
I am at the refrigerator
I open the door
and take out my watch
turned to silver
frosted over.
I put frozen h,ours
and minutes
on the sink to thaw
and time slowly
becomes edible
again.
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SHIP BUILDING
Rosanne Musu

behind the harbour
behind lofty orange cranes
behind ant-men swarming
over keels half built
over dry-docks hammering
over lathe noise and crashings
near meta l smells
near brighter sounds like anvils
near tool-lined spaces
near oxy-acetylene blur white halo
in front of grey everything
in front of overalls smudged
in front with grease
behind the bark of foremen
behind the winking shop steward
beyond grey complexioned men
beyond grey complexioned buildings
beyond pipes tubes cylinders
beyond girders
beyond the notion that rivetted hulks
will float
behind the harbour
and away
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THE JOKER'S BIRTHDAY
Mary Anne Baartz

The Red Brick was a great rolling affair, rough enough to attract
brawny truckies. Yet it couldn't be called a truckies' pub. Its
patronage was first and foremost that of the Rail yards opposite.
The Red Brick was Carl's pub. Every afternoon for the past
forty five years, it rocked on its foundations, hurling its sticky
stars, squiggles and exclamation marks across the road on silvery
tendrils to suck Carl off the platform into its raucous belly.
Over the years, Beryl, the barmaid, had changed her face, age
and name countless times. Once she was Carol, a startling redhead
with large breasts, crooked teeth and wide green eyes that could
castrate a man with a wink. As Mabel, Beryl was flatchested
and sullen with a little dark moustache that twitched with her
moods. Beryl's Tammie mask paled her eyes and rounded her
figure until a man could get lost in its softness. Carl knew every
Beryl from the first. He'd closely observed her changes and shift
ing moods. He'd suffered these with sickened yelps of disgust
he'd taken pains to hide in frothy beer or behind his back in the
hump that rested across his shoulders. Carl would never register
these for the company to ridicule. That would have been tanta
mount to showing off. No one could call Carl a show off. And
the last thing Carl wanted to be scorned for was a Joker.
Carl had never missed a day's work in all his forty five years as
a Railway employee. He'd carefully screened life's vicissitudes
from himself and clocked in and out with the siren. But, for once,
Carl ignored the round face of the Government clock hanging off
the steel girders, smiling above the trains ' schedules, and walked
off the job. He surprised only himself by this action. To everyone
else, Carl was no more than a smudge on the cream and green
regulation paint.
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Beryl was washing glasses when Carl sauntered in. It was well
before rush hour and apart from a tipsy old man gibbering into
his grog and a couple of burly Truckies resting their weary wheels,
Carl had the place to himself. It was hot despite th� whirring air
conditioner and Carl noticed a sweat ring spreading under Beryl's
arms. If he looked hard enough he could discern an erotic pattern
curling up in the wetness but that sort of thing disgusted him and
be quickly blinked away the fantasy. He hurriedly hid his disgust
in his hump and hunched into insignificance on bis usual stool in
the corner, the better to catch the crowd's reflection in the brass
ashtrays and foot rung. Carl was sharp in these matters and over
the years had created for himself a state of meagreness. He was
the silent observer. In fact, he had made himself so meagre that
Beryl took some time to notice his presence, which should have
rung out in the near empty room. Carl hunched on his pet stool,
his neat feet folded on the rung, and waited.
"Yeah, Love, what'll it be? "
Carl didn't like it, but Beryl bad grown, expanded so the very
threads of her cotton shift strained against her mammoth thighs.
Her voice boomed, the syllables bouncing off Carl's ear drums
causing him to reel. His tongue swelled but he must have given
his order for in a trice his knobbly fingers embraced a cool,
sparkling glass of beer.
People avoided Carl. Mind you, he cultivated this, working on
the most antisocial habits. He'd been employed for forty five years
in the Railway without once attracting a promotion. He'd never
tried to count his friends, a useless, negative exercise. He slept
in a tumbling down weatherboard house as old as the Railway
yards. Both the house and yards he'd inherited from his parents.
But, if asked, it would be the Red Brick he'd have cited as home.
Carl had lived all his life within three kilometres of the Red Brick.
Outside this perimeter, monsters crouched, baring yellow fangs
and dribbling poison. They asked questions, prodded bumps,
jeered snarled and hissed. Outside, the monsters made bombs
and used hunched backed men as cannon fodder. They painted
the world in blood and excrement. The people inside, on catching
sight of Carl's monsters would shake their beads and cluck their
tongues as they skirted around him, shunning the images for fear
of contamination.
A man joined Carl at the bar. He came very close and pulled a
stool along, jerking it over the uneven floorboards. Carl sent out
bis special army to steer the man away. But it was if the man
didn't hear Carl fart or see him grimace. Instead of distaste he
offered a pudgy hand and smiled out of a round, bouncy face.
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He was as corpulent as Carl was skinny and his eyes bulged. He
wore a little grey, Hitler moustache and his hair was as sparse as
Carl's own but his pate was shinier, pinker and more twinkly.
Carl ignored the hand and spat on the floor. The stranger didn't
seem in the least insulted.
"Mind if I join you?" A rhetorical question as he sat down
regardless. Carl was reluctantly impressed with the man's voice,
its movement, like tinkling up a scale. Still, Carl growled and
narrowed his eyes. "Quite hot today," Carl's visitor said, loosen
ing his collar and removing his immaculate linen jacket. Carl was
finding it more of an effort to rouse his defences. He urged his
hump to expand and ripple and topple Mister Happy off the stool,
all to no avail. "I've just arrived in town," the stranger continued,
melting easily into the room's ambience, an unlikely merger.
Nevertheless, this incongruous patron had yet to attract Beryl's
attention. He laughed. " I guess you could say I'm a seasoned
traveller. So seasoned I don't even suffer from jet lag any more.
The insides of planes and hotels are home to me."
With his defences down, Carl felt a foreign flicker tickle his
uvula.
"What d'you do? " Carl asked despite himself.
"Do?" twinkled the stranger. "You name it, I do it. Adventure's
my game," he winked; "that is, the sort of adventure that pleases
the palate. I'm a connoisseur, you see. Fine wines and food are
my specialty. But I don't stop at tasting. I'm an artist, specialising
in exotic creations. I've mixed spices in Arabia and set a meal
before a Sheik that created a riot in the Bedouin camp. I've
plucked the finest grapes from the vineyards of Champagne itself
and ..." the dissertation was cut short by the arrival of another
man.
The newcomer wore leather sandals which exactly matched his
skin. He toted a cap, askew and rakish over a glass eye. He was
a1. lean as Carl himself but contained a healthier, tanner com
plexion. His eyes were clearer and he walked humpless. His face
was set but open and he smelled salty, like the sea. He pulled up
a stool.
"How are ya, mate?" When this man offered his hand, Carl
surprised himself by accepting it, enjoying the feeling of the
�kin, the callouses and the brief but firm grip. The visitors nodded
to each other, vaguely.
" Do I know you?" Carl asked, a catch in his throat, for indeed
there was something familiar here. The leathery skinned man's
smile swept his face into a wave.
"I just come ta town today. I moored me boat at the Quay. It's
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a great boat. Built her meself." His voice was rather Jes� musical
than the first man's. It sounded more like the rasping of barnacles
on the bottom of his boat. "I've travelled the world in it. Mast's
made of Huon Pine. Sewed me own sails. Silk an' canvas, even
linen. Good stuff. Had plenty of women. All over the world,"
here he stretched his hands to include the Universe. "Kids, too.
P rob'ly even grankids by now. But it don't pay to get too attached.
Not with the sea in ya blood."
For the first time since he could remember, Carl forgot the pain
in his hump. Not simply the pain, but the entire satire. That his
companions hadn't flinched, ogled or squirmed at the power of
it was beside the point. Carl had met people who were practised
in deceit, pretended that oddities didn't exist. What interested him
more was that neither of these men had cowered at the monsters
he'd sent to scare them away. And now the monsters were shrink
ing. Carl found his mind reaching out beyond his three kilometre
perimeter to the ocean. He scrubbed the deck and cast the anchor.
raced down the gangway, walked the plank and seduced dusky
skinned maidens under Frangipani trees. When be tired of this,
he caught a plane and stretched out on its wing, h olding a con
versation with a seagull as he taxied to a hotel. Once inside, he
donned a chef's hat and dabbled in exotic tastes, creating dishes
to rock the Orient.
As Carl rifled through his daily catch, tossing the wriggling small
fry back into the sea, another man joined ,t he group. This man
slouched, but not from a hump. He wore coke bottle glasses.
There was a distance about him, something vague that manifested
itself in one grey sock and one brown. Odd socks. Odd. There
were leather patches at the elbows of bis tatty tweed jacket and
egg had hardened on its lapel . He didn't remove bis coat and bis
odour didn't offend. No perspiration beads blessd this man's
forehead. Patchy blue stubble sprouted on his chin.
He nodded briefly to the other two then bowed solemnly to Carl.
"I took the train from the University. I'm an Astronomer. Started
as a Physicist, but the stars are my love. My wife says I'm married
to the stars, then laughs and says I ignore the prettiest of all herself." He sighed . "Perhaps she's right. They say she has affairs
because I neglect her. But," he shrugged, "I've no time to worry
about gossip," brightening, "anyway, we have the strongest tele
scope in the Southern Hemisphere. Halley's comet was so close
I could have reached through the Jens and touched it. Once I
was almost sucked into a black hole." He looked intently at Carl.
"Stars don't twinkle, you know, they explode .. ."
Explode! There was an implosion in Carl's mind. Sparkling
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fragments spewed inwards to create a new galaxy. Carl was trip
ping over the planets, examining the gas of Uranus and the crm,t
of Mars. Carl noticed other people swinging off moon beams,
dipping into craters and playing in stardust. They were la ughing
and dancing and making pictures out of sound, painting crotchets
and minims with pitch and tone, forming a Universe of colour
by tiJ,tirtg an eyebrow or twitching a nostril.
There was &o much going on inside that Carl had ·no time to
worry about the red bricks of the pub's walls, or the funny little
fourex man in the boater on the flaking sign. The paraphernalia
was diminishing, making way for this new, exciting stuff. Carl had
no need of the brass mirrors for it was all happening inside. He
turned to his companions and smiled.
"I'm glad to have met you blokes," he said, hesitating and biting
his lip, "but there's just one thing, umm, why would the likes of
youse choose this pub?" The fat firstcomer answered for them all.
"No mystery," he celloed, "we were born here, just up the track
from the Railway yards."
"Aw yeah?" Carl nodded, his smile broadening, 'I was tool
Funny I never met youse," his eyes wide and bright. He shrugged.
"Who cares! I've met ya now and this calls for a celebration."
Carl turned away and called to Beryl. "A round of drinks, Love,
for me mates."
Beryl slowly moved towards him, frowning.
"You all right?" she asked.
"Couldn't be better. But I'd like to shout these blokes a drink."
"What blokes?" A crimson dribble ran down the cracks of Beryl's
mouth as she puckered her lips. Carl looked back, skimming the
empty chairs, his face becoming luminous as it occurred to him
.. . "You keep smilin' like that an' you'll crack somethin'," Beryl
said, the red wriggling upwards into a giggle. But Carl hadn't
heard. He pulled the joker's cap he'd snatched off the sailor's
head over the blue hair he'd nicked off the Astronomer's chin
and jangled its bells. He wiped the ruddy grease paint taken from
the Gourmet over his face and pinned the Hitler moustache to
his top lip. He slipped into the Astronomer's odd socks and cape
of stars and threw his hump away.
Carl waved goodbye to the Red Brick, the Railway yards and
the weatherboards. He pointed his toes at the sky and fluffed hi�
Merlin cape at the ocean. Then he jumped into a crack in the
footpath and painted a picture of his very own.
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SELF CRITICAL
Y asmina Brazgalski

It felt like someone had rammed a vacuum cleaner nozzle down
my throat and was sucking my guts out.
"Oh God, oh no. Look wait here. Wait right here, UN-DER
STAND? Wait right here."
In reply I coughed up a chunk of something from the roll of
sandpaper that was my throat.
How could you do this to me, to us? You force me to watch
on, trapped in thi5 dense, black cube, in this small dark cell
suspended in the back of your head. You don't even feel sorry,
just exhausted.
Dead flesh drags my eye sockets to the edge of my face so that
I'm forced to look down. Such a pretty white basin, porcelain I
think, with such lovely gold taps. Pity it's all spattered in greens
and oranges. I know I can't leave my spilth there like that. Spilth,
is that a word? Spew, filth, spilth!
Your stomach and throat hurt as you listen to the moist bubbles
of your laughter pop, soft and wet. All thumbs you struggle to
keep your grip on the tap and turn it off. The mucousy slush
swirls around and clogs up the drain. It all lies there, a small
stagnant pool. Isn't it bad enough it's gone this far? It just isn't
you. Admit it. Stop fighting yourself.
Both hands plunge into the water, scooping it up.
"Shit, look what she's done to my mother's bathroom."
M y head started to contract and expand with each beat of the
distorted music.
Sam closed the door. "Come on Chaz, it was an accident."
"Yeh well I didn't plan on spending my eighteenth this way.
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What's she . . . ? That's disgusting, get her hands out of there and
help me clean up this mess."
"I've got to go to the toilet."
"What she say? I can't understand a thing she's saying."
"Like some old wino hey?" Samantha laughs.
"Quick, give her this before she closes the door, just in case she
decides to chuck again while the other end's busy."
Sam shoves something through the door at me. I drop it. My
hands are numb, can't seem to undo anything. So many buckles
and buttons. So much work. I'm so tired . Feel so . . . sick.
"What?" Sam cracks up, a heap of bright purple on the floor.
"Just wait, Helen's got to see this." Charlene drops the antiseptic
bottle in the sink and runs out.
Sam sniggers at my back while I'm trying to bend over. My pants
keep falling down and the ground has started moving and - where
did I leave that bucket Sam gave me?
Charlene brings the party into the bathroom, even a few of the
guys are crowded around the door.
They're laughing. And it goes on and on, penetrates deeper and
deeper. And I can just feel the rictus-like grin stretching my lips
thin.
You'll never live it down, never. You should be happy, proud of
yourself. Why you're their friend for life now, a conversation
piece, 'Remember when good ol' Kaye dropped her <lacks and
stuck a chicken leg in Jim's ear? ' - surely you couldn't have
forgotten that one? - all this because you wanted to feel relaxed,
one of the crowd for a change. Well you're pretty damned relaxed
now, with your pants around your ankles and boots up to your
knees, and your conventional singlet poking out lopsided around
your dimpled thighs. It's only proper that they should laugh; even
if it's only out of embarrassment. But you laugh in contempt of
yourself. It must be hard, living with the knowledge that you
hate . . .
"Stop it, stop it!" I catch the face in the mirror, watching me
crumple. Black tears stain my cheeks, my hair is plastered in
streaks to the side of my face.
Silence. Our vision blurs grey, then black.
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THE MOTEL WITH
NO DOORS
Wendy Lewis

She didn't like the look of it at all. "What kind of place is this?"
she said as we pulled in off the road. This was the motel we had
looked up in the accommodation directory. None of the rooms
had doors. I think they were supposed to, but it didn't mention
anything about it in the listing; only tea-making facilities and
electric blankets.
We unpacked our luggage. There was no sliding or louvre door
between the bathroom and bedroom and I wondered whether this
was a clue as to why there was no front door. Perhaps the motel
owners were voyeurs or just very stingy about unnecessary interior
design. Possibly the builder was head of the field in minimalism.
It didn't make much difference to me.
Something like this could really irritate some people.
We made a cup of coffee and I sat down at the table with pen and
paper and got to work writing a list of the disadvantages of having
a motel room with no doors. The first item on the list was :
(i) Privacy - not very much; and the second :
(ii) Insulation - poor. Could be cold and windy.
With my third cup of coffee I also thought about the safety aspect.
I imagined someone strolling in with a dangerous looking knife
and matching smile and strolling out with all our luggage. A long
time afterwards, probably years further on, I thought too that
aside from the function of letting you into a room, a door also
acts as an acoustic barrier. I'm sure there is a disadvantage there.
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Despite starting this list (I never wrote down pts (iii) or (iv)).
I didn't really mind not having a door to the unit, but she didn't
like it at all. I could tell by the way she sat hunched at the table.
Her eyes only moved between me, my list and the gap where the
door should have been like erratic butterflies on a triangular flight
path. I don't like seeing her look so uncomfortable. I suppose it's
partly because when she looks vulnerable, I feel vulnerable.
At times like this when things can be awkward she will accuse me
of lots of stupid things. Some of them are true. She will say I'm
gullible, but I'm not. I have made a conscious decision to be easy
going and pleasant and I meet every thing and every one on those
terms. I'm the most consistent person I know. That's the only
thing she doesn't really understand about me.
I considered what I should do. "Would you like to go and talk to
the manager about the door?" I asked.
"Yes," she said so we got up and walked across the cement
driveway to the entrance of the motel where there was a small
doorbell on the wall. She buzzed it and we went inside. Whenever
I think of it now I kick myself for not having noticed if the door
was open or not there. I feel I have missed knowing something
essential.
There was a man sitting in a flannelette checked shirt with dark
curly hair filling in a crossword. "Hello," he said and looked up
grinning madly. "Great night, isn't it?" he said before we even
had time to say "hello" back.
Did I say "hello" first or answer his ques.tion?
"Our unit doesn't have a door," I said, deciding on a third option.
"Yes," agreed the man still grinning. She looked at him a little
crossly, expecting more than affirmation. "Yes," he said again.
"None of the units have doors. "
Now this was a very obvious thing to say, but it didn't sound as if
he was justifying the lack of doors, it felt like an explanation. I
could tell he hadn't said it just to make us feel better knowing
everyone else had the same problem and I was glad about that.
There are some things you just can't approach simplistically.
"They've taken all the doors away to be painted," he said."You'll
get your door back tomorrow afternoon. They were all a sort of
lime green colour and we decided we'd like them painted blue."
He looked warmly at us both and then down again to his cross
word.
I liked him. He struck me as amiable and good humoured although
not someone with whom I would form a long term friendship.
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Most of my friends seem to be depressants or bad tempered. I
wonder whether that has something to do with me, or just them.
She didn't say anything. If she had been dissatisfied with his
answer she would have spoken up straight away : I know her well :
but she didn't speak : I think she was too surprised. We went back
to our room knowing that tomorrow a freshly painted door would
arrive. It was a pity that we were only staying one night.
I got to thinking about applications for no door architecture. We
start with our doors at home, for instance, take them off the hinges
and store them in the garage or something. The lack of privacy
might get to us in the end though and I think all in all it's a bad
idea. This is why : suppose something went wrong with our
relationship and we thought we no longer loved each other and
didn't realise how much we were stupidly hurting each other. That
would be shameful if we didn't notice but everyone else could see.
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PICTURE THIS
Vicki Reynolds

There is a picture in my head, a scene in my mind - it probably
comes from some old, black and white, I 940's film that I've seen
on late-night television. 'The Golden Years of Hollywood' with
that round man in glasses, telling us campily, ' . ..Now watch this
street scene, it's really very interesting . ..' or '...note the girl,
it's her debut .. .'
Picture this :
a night wet street, foggy too - funny, in real l ife, you never have
rain and fog together, it's meteorologically impossible - the street
lamps shine dimly, casting an ethereal light, turning an ordinary
city street into a place of mystery - a cop strolls by, the sounds
of his footsteps echoing on the pavement - pan the length of the
street, coming to a stop at a darkened doorway - and, just as we
expect, a young woman steps forward into the ight.
She is delicately beautiful, pale heart-shaped face, a tiny crucifix
sparkles against the creamy skin of her bare throat. A tired, worn
angel in soft focus. Fumbling in her purse for a cigarette, she looks
up and down the street - a passer-by arrives, a tall dark man in
a trench-coat and hat. Of course, we have known he would come
and we are not disappointed. The woman steps up timidly and
whispers, huskily, 'Excuse me, have you a light?' The man strikes
a match, holding out his hand, he offers it to her - her tiny gloved
hand is shaking as she accepts.
We are now aware of several things about these two people, the
woman in particular. We know, for instance, the beautiful young
woman is a prostitute, also, she is a victim, a tragic victim of
circumstance. We know this because of her timidity, her fear.
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Finally, we know that in the lighting of the cigarette, a deal has
been struck. The man and the woman will now leave the screen
to go to a dingy room somewhere to have quick sex, for which
she will accept money.
In our collective consciousness, we know that frail, dark-haired,
gentile, young women who give themselves to strangers for sex,
are victims and tragic.
In the remaining hour and a half of the film, we shall find out the
terrible things that have happened to this woman, the awful truth
- we shall know and perhaps understand, why and how, she came
to be a victim.
Some of us will feel desperately sorry for her. We will accept all
or some of the excuses made by the writer of the piece. We will
be tolerant of the situation as it is shown to us. There will be
others amongst us who will feel that no matter what this sad
young woman has suffered or experienced, there is no justification
for her wanton behaviour, no excuse for resorting to prostitution.
Those who feel that way would still most likely describe them-
selves as tolerant of others. Whatever we believe separately or
collectively, I think we would all agree that she is a victim.
Picture this :
a mid-night wet street, foggy too - the street lamps glow weakly,
making an ordinary street into an area of misery. There are a few
late-night pedestrians- pan the length of the street, coming to a
stop at a darkened shop doorway - and, just as we expect, a
young woman steps forward into the light.
She is beautiful, in a hard, brittle way. Bleached blonde hair,
heavy make-up, dark purple-red lips. She stands strong, bold in
the light, bending to straighten a seamed stocking. Efficiently she
opens her purse, taps a cigarette out of its packet, placing it firmly
between her full lips. With one hand resting on her hip, she leans
against the street lamp, waiting.
A man approaches out of the night. She calls, 'Hey handsome,
you got a light?' He stops, reaches inside the pocket of his trench
coat and pulls out a box of matches. His hand trembles as he
strikes a match and offers it to the woman. She leans forward�
accepting the light, inhaling deeply. A s she straightens up, she
looks into his eyes, intimately, and says, firmly, huskily, 'Thanks.'
We, the viewers, are now certain of several things. The woman is
a prostitute, and, a transaction has taken place with the lighting
of the cigarette. This young woman is not a victim, we know this
from the way she conducts herself. She is an old hand at this type
of business and she is nothing like the woman in the first film.
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Our collective consciousness informs us that this brassy, blonde
young woman is no sweet, fallen angel, she is a prostitute because
she loves it. There is no other reason. Some would call her a slu\'..
or a harlot, no-one will feel sorry for her. It is very likely that she
is a nymphomaniac, she can't get enough, she would be doing this
even if there were no money involved :-- she'd be giving it away.
She is a good-time girl, a whore, a scarlet woman, hussy, heart
breaker, hom e -wrecker.
Some of us will accept her existence, will tolerate her. Others will
express their disgust, they will not feel at all tolerant of her.
In the remaining hour and a half of the film, we will discover that
she is a 'whore with a heart of gold' who will be murdered
viciously and violently by a man who has a psychopathic hatred
of blonde prostitutes instilled in him by his mother who was
blonde and had the odd gentleman friend. No-one will be upset,
or cry, or even feel any distaste, for although it was an unpleasant
and extremely painful way to die, she was expendable. Some
would say that she only got what she deserved.

• I
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THE MARKET
Lorraine Bennett

You're tugging at the back end of a train of shopping trolleys,
tryi ng to get one out, juggling the baby pulling your hair and
shoulder bag, which breaks its straps that whip your baby's legs,
moving to let someone past; and your cardigan sleeve catches on
the trolley and of course it stays stuck, resisting your frantic
efforts to extract it, like a metallic object down your child's throat,
and the baby is crying and is anybody watching, your blood is
rising. That's when you spot her.
You think it's the fact that she's too dressed up, too smooth to
be caught in the supermarket. Cream silk blouse, smart jacket, a
lapel pin, possibly a gold scorpion. Red second skin pantihose,
red h igh heels, a lifestyle.
She stands cradling an avocado with her press and go Bravo!
nails. She closes her eyes and smells it, then directs at the mirror
behind the fruit display a wistfully scheming smi.Je as if she's in
a commercial.
It is then that you remember. You tug at your cardigan, pull it
free and forward one two over your hips, place your thumb over
the bite and prepare to sally forth to say hello but something
maybe good sense or self preservtion stops you. You decide to
accept defeat and pick another troHey, planking the baby in the
pull-out seat. She's your husband's deception whoops recepti onist.
And she gave him that same smile at the party last week. You'd
thought those rosy cheeks professional application. They sure
don't look like they've been produced by any yeast extract, great
in egg flips. Someone ha5 got to be respons ible.
Understand, you've never been the suspicious type. Jealousy is
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not your style, well, you've got to have some kind of style haven't
you? You'll admit to a couple of windows. But that was a long
time and two children ago and you had it under control even
then. You only walked around the block and stared at the window
three times. Wouldn't you, seven months pregnant, and your
fiance and your best friend? And you know bad luck is that
obsessive number. Three's a crowd, going underwater for the
third time, three on a match.
You put three tubs of margarine in your trolley. See. You stop
at the frozen chickens, where you can watch her at the fruit and
veg. weighing station. Your hands are numb as you fumble among
the frozen fowl, turning them and trying to focus on their white
backs, their numbers dancing like moles across that smooth inno
cence. A frosted armour clutches at your chest.
You scan her intended purchases. So many fresh greens and
colours her trolley is as fertile as paradise. Cos lettuce, snow peas,
what else, button mushrooms, babaco, avocadoes - two, and two
mangoes. The food of romance. You squeak down to the other
end of the frozen section, get some oven fry chips and a two
kilo bag of mint peas. You hate mint.
You're thrown off balance. Hot and cold at the same time. You
fume over your husband's reaction when last week you suggested
ringing an old friend from University you ran into. Who just
happened to be male. And now this. Anger won't thaw you.
Wholegrain loaf, 100% o range juice, cream. Watch her at the
deli, making her selection. Just too · choosey isn't she? Fresh fet
tucine. Pate. Platter cheese. She takes her time, samples the
pastrami, the brie. You rap out a primitive rhythym with your
plastic queue number as you wait for your ten slices of devon.
You take your third piece of sausage from the jovial cardboard
figure on top of the counter. He's laughing in your face. The saus
age has made you ,want to burp, but you fear the rise of something
else.
You're both finished at the same time and you wheel off, crook
edly, after her, your teeth helping to open the smooth white parcel
as you go. A sl ice for the baby. You wait at the end of the aisle,
causing congestion as you watch her examining the contents of a
variety of aerosols. How does she do it on her wage how do you
know what she's paid or what she does. A long string of dribble
streams from a hole in the bright pink circle of devon through
which the baby sticks her tongue.
She turns and you step back, knocking over an entire display of
Solo extra tangy lemon. Their plastic bottles aren't ideal skittles.
They spurt out and spray across the back of your knees in a
sticky rush of pain. You hurry down the aisle as you hear "Mop
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and bucket to aisle three' and you half believe they'll follow that
with your description.
Cheat. Cheat tonight. Chops to eat tonight. He hasn't phoned to
tell you if he'll make it home. Or if he'll just have to grab some
thing he doesn't mind. Well that's right. Obviously he won't be
home. You return the chops and go back to the frozen section,
reach past the Lean Cuisine and help yourself to the lasagne with
rich bechamel sauce. And then you stop at the Sara Lee.
Whenever he is at home he stares at the tabloid . He won't read
anything out to you, insists that there's nothing in it worth read
ing. He reads it every night. At the dinner table. The inky corner
droops into his glass of wine. That's all right you didn't get the
right one. Your dinner goes cold as you mash and spoon vege
tables into your baby's mouth and stare at the back page. And
when he finally does open his mouth it's to criticise the stick of
garlic bread. It appears it sheds its sesame scales across the print.
Her dessert is a Symphony. A concealed explosion of liquid
smoothness. You must watch the ads. Wine too, from the attached
Liquordrop. Bread stick. Pla in. Barren of seed. Dejection comes
close. You load up with fourteen cans of baby food, plastic pil
chers, Snugglers . Check off your list - chops dealt with, mince,
sausages. Nameless shampoo, tissues, 30 Heavy Duty garbage
bags, 3 litre Coke. Your trolley groans. Instantly communicating
your whole life.
You're brought to a halt in the aisle of faithfulness. Row upon
obedient row of dog food cans panting their devotion. To the pro
duct. There's a pyramid of Pal . A corporate loyalty he would
have done well to recognize. You stand rooted to the spot, in awe
of its familiar grandeur. Each balanced, steady in its pos,i tion, its
space, total reliance on the others. It takes just one bitch to stray,
and you've bought catastrophe. She comes down, selects seven
cans of gourmet cat food, each purring an insolent pampered
arrogance.
You try not to snarl. Who can you tell . You need to. About to
burst. You measure your palm against a brightly coloured , lime
and daffodil, diagram. You've been unware of the muzak opera·
ting on your nerves, but as you face the aromatic rows of rubber
gloves, it suddenly scrubs up to deliver "Two hearts that beat as
one." That's right. You forgot the sheep's hearts. It's the dog's
birthday.
She's busy grinding coffee beans. You sneak past the extroverted
gurgle of the machine, grabbing 200 teabags and stealing another
look at her trolley. Burgundy candles. Black lace panties. They
dont exactly match your Decongestant and Super Feminine Nap
kins. You double back, on the lookout for the candles. You
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throw them over 1 50 drinking straws, add red table napkins to
disguise the embarrassing bulge of Carefree.
You return the Nameless shampoo, survey the row of tossing
blonde manes where you find her hairstyle and select hair mousse.
A can of Impulse. Waiting for her to appear you go down the
same aisle three times. You have to see what else she has. You
must get it. You must have it. It's all here. The muzak vows "I'll
give it all to you."
Nutella cl inks an agitation of criticism against the metal grille of
your trolley as you march back with your toasty white and switch
it for burnt wholemeal. You sneer at your imitation lime cordial.
Contemptible.
You join the checkout queue. She follows you. There has been no
recognition on her part. Her eyes focus on different things. She
glances briefly at your baby, sucking on the corner of a can of
King Oscar. You try to work up the courage to say something.
Perhaps, a nice evening for someone, indicating, with a casual
flick of your broken fingernails, her carefully stylish choices. But
she's joined by another and they discuss the love in this stranger's
life. And adm ire the cut and fabric, and contents, of the suit on
the local pharmacist in the express lane.
You start to unpack onto the checkout, listening, and staring
away from them at the bristling display of Schick razors, Gillette
- you glare at her - Contour Plus. The yellow and white plastic
disposables slice down and across your wrists as you load the
rolling conveyer belt with your spoils. You wait for the operator
to deal with the bankcard ahead of you. You study the magazine
rack. "I'm not a bad boy" insists a "devilish celebrity". "Mother
fights bitter battle." "Keep him coming back for more - try our
recipes for Jove." "Every woman is a potential victim." The con
veyor belt lurches forward. Your Carefree napkins topple back
onto her coupled boneless sirloins. Your first tear plops heavily
onto your table napkins.
You watch the checkout girl ringing up your groceries. So many.
You start to fear the total. You don't want to open your wallet.
You hear the muzak's nasal admittance to swallowing pain maybe
that's all you can afford and you make anxious calculations as to
what to put back. But the bags have already been tied. You don't
like the way it's adding up. Your breathing's going funny on you.
You open your shoulder bag and stare at a brush fuH of your
hair. The remaining items are rung up as you worry yourself into
a state about alopecia. The columns say it's just your hair return
ing to normal after the birth of your baby. You know they're
fooling you. You're going to be bald. You see her opening her
purse casually to a file of credit cards. Your hands feel dirty
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scrounging in coin. You find your mouth is muttering something.
The checkout operator bangs the bell soundly. She cal1s out
"This lady doesn't have enough money. " She starts to unknot
the plastic handles of the carry bags, sm iles at you, "Now what
can you make do without? Don't worry love, you don't know
how often this happens." You grab the baby and a jar of strained
pears from the top of the bag, throw down a fifty cent piece, say
you're so sorry and run.
You make it to a payphone. Fumble with your coins, he's to
blame, the smell and tumble of them through your fingers, the
two faced, he wouldn't even Jet me. Two can play at that game.
You toss, again, the best of three. You win. You start to dial.
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SYNTHIA DI P AIOLA
HAS HER SAY
Lauren Lee Williams

[Synthia is 17 years old. She is a dance club girl, and takes pride
in her ability to defy the underage laws at various late night
venues (she's never been asked her age). But when she's in she
doesn't drink much more than mineral water and the occasional
house wine, because when she gets drunk she forgets to check
her makeup and hair and also tends to stagger when she dances
and it doesn't look cool.
Her ambition in life is to have as much fun as she can before
she gets married and has a family. Her way of having fun is
having boyfriends and seeing how close they come to being hus
band material.
At school she hangs around with the graffiti artists and break
dancers, and out of school she helps at a local hairdressers. She
intends to be a hairdresser when she finishes school, although her
parents want her to be a school teacher.]

WHY I WISH I LOOKED LIKE MADONNA

Because then this dream of a spunk of a mechanic who works at
the garage where I walk past a lot cos it's on the way to the milk.
bar, well, he's right into Madonna, and if I looked like her he'd
have no choice but to fall in love with me and wouldn't care less
what his dumb mates said (they shitstir him like crazy about any
girl he talks to). I know he's into Madonna cos I bumped into
him at Chasers one night and we talked a bit and 'Get Into The
Groove' came on and he said it was his favourite song next to
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'Burning Up', and we had a dance and I did all my Madonna
steps but if he noticed he didn't do anything. (Sometimes I think
guys don't even look at who they're dancing with, they just stare
at their feet, and all your best moves are wasted.)
Anyway, if I looked like Madonna he'd probably get so hot for
me that I wouldn't have to rack my brains working out ways to
see him a!:!ain he'd have kissed me by now, and we'd go out to
clubs and �rest�urants and movies together, and people would say
Aren't they a good-looking couple? and he'd open car doors for
me and light my cigarettes and buy me jewellery and clothes and
I'd buy him jewellery and clothes, and I'd have such a fabulous
body and perfect face that he'd want to make love to me all the
time regardless of how strangely I thought, and I'd be very happy,
I guess.

WHY I LTKE HANGTNG AROUND CENTRAL
STATION RECORDS

Because there's always lots of good records, and the guys who
work there all flirt a lot and all the boys who like dancing hang
out there and I get a chance to check them out.

WHY I DON'T LIKE THE USERS CLUB

I thought it was going to be a real good dance club but when I
got there everyone was wearing sort of dark, mean-looking clothes
and had really heavy-fooking hairdos, and the DJ played lots of
really old records and not any Madonna or Prince or Pointer
Sisters or Run DMC or James Brown and nobody knew how to
dance anyway. And lots of the guys got really drunk so that they
looked sick and how d o they think they'll get any girls like that?
And then the music stopped and a band came on and there wasn't
anywhere left to dance, not like Inflation or The Underground
which I like much better.

WHY I HA TE HIPPIES

They all look like they are wearing their pyjamas or they just got
up or something. And they dance funny, sort of waving their arms
around with no rhythm, because I saw some at an open air concert
and they looked really daggy. And I hate beards.

WHY I WANT TO MEET PRINCE

Because he's a totally spunky guy and when he smiles at the
camera with his head sort of turned a bit away so he's almost
looking side-on he looks like he's thinking about sex, which he
probably is because most of his songs are about sex, and I don't
think there's anything wrong with that, but most guys seem to
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hate him, and I think that's just because Prince looks like he
knows everything about how to be a really hot lover and a lot of
guys are really insecure and don't take pride in their looks and
get really irritated by Prince, because all the girls really go for
him.
And if I met Prince I'd give him my hand and I bet he'd kiss it
and with just the right amount of pressure and his lips at j ust the
right softness and for just the right length of time so that I'd j ust
about come right there, I reckon. And he writes really good dance
music too.
A lot of guys reckon he's just a short black poofter but it's the
total opposite; he loves women so much that he's not afraid to
dress up and "look beautiful too. And he's the hottest dancer. You
can tel1 by the way he moves that he'd be really great in bed.
Much better than Michael Jackson, who I hate, but who's done
some good songs too, I must admit.

WHY I DON'T WEAR A THOUSAND EARRINGS
AT ONCE

The reason why I've decided to leave my ears pierced the old�
fashioned one hole in each side way is because I think it's sexier,
because when you're in bed with a guy you can take off your
earrings really easily without having to unthread millions of them ,
and that's much better than him getting a spiky mouthful of metal
when be wants to nibble your lobes, isn't it? Uniess you're into
metal or something.

WHY I WANT TO HAVE MY SAY

Because I reckon a lot of girls think how I think but you never
read these kinds of opinions anywhere, and I just like to have my
say. And I'd really like to compere a video show and interview
bands and pop stars and maybe have my own radio show because
I'd play reaHy good dance music and wouldn't wank on like some
of the drippy guys you hear but I won't name names. And I'd do
much better changes between songs if I was a club DJ because I
bate the way they really muck around with the tempo of songs
to try and make them match up and it takes them so long that you
miss the intros usually, which is often a rea'l ly good part of a song,
but anyway - I'm not a DJ yet and I just reckon us dance club
girls should speak out.

SYNTHIA ON BOYS
Oh God , some boys shit me. (I hope it's okay if I say that, but I
reckon strong language is OK in books, which can be really boring
if the writers are real'ly careful and precise, you know, I mean you
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can bet they swear their heads off when they're at the pub after
work and that.)
Anyway, this guy Nick that works at the salon where I help out
Thur&day and Friday nights and we get on most of the time, well
I told him I was taking writing sort of seriously and he said I
should stick to hairdressing! He is a pain in the arse, honestly,
and only reckons gids are any use for dancing, in the kitchen and
in bed, and that even letting them dance is a bit lenient.
If he wasn't so handsome the girls wouldn't put up with him, but
he always has plenty hanging around, al'l his salon groupies, who
should be home doing their homework, most of them.
Still, put him on the dance floor by himseU and he wouldn't be
so cool. He might be a real hunk but he's got about as much
rhythm as a set of traffic lights. ( But I love you anyway, you big
malaka. )

SYNTHIA'S ADVICE COLUMN

I thought it might be of some help to other girls if I put down my
personal list of things I look for to tell if guys are worth it or not.
Now all of this I've learnt through bard experience, right? and
I reckon I can smell a real zero from across the room by now.
Anyway:
1 . Does he talk to you differently when his mates are there too?
If he does, give him the flick because he's a sheep and what's more
he's scared of the rest of the flock.
1. Does he buy more drinks for you than you do for him? So h�
should, too. And if you're buying more for him, ditch him. He's
a sponge.
3. Does he dress up like he's proud of his body? And if he
doesn't, what are you doing standing next to him?
4. Does he have regular nights of the week that are sacred to
some boring male thing like cards or watching sport on telly or
drinking with the same old mates? If you don't like poker footy
and beer, 'lose that one girls cos if the cement has set he'll probably
be like that for life. Bogansvi11e. And if you do 'like that stuff,
you sure you're a girl?
So far all these things are negative kind of warning signs. There's
plenty of good things to look for too, but they're harder to de
scribe without getting sort of vague, like the look in his eyes and
the tone in his voice and what you talk about on the phone and
romantic stuff like that, which l'1:1 leave up to you, cos it's different
with everyone.
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THE INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX
Bob Engwerda

Billy Brummer works in one of the company warehouses of the
Florida Gardens Industrial Complex. His job is to move pallets
of product from the Complex to the number three warehouse.
He drives a yellow forklift which is enclosed in a wire cage and
stacks the pallets up to six-high in the warehouse. Billy himself
is five and a half feet tall with milky skin like egg whites and
has red hair which stands him out. He blinks a lot with pale
eyelids and the corner of his mouth often rises in an uncertain
grin. Billy is a Complex man born and bred. As soon as he turned
sixteen he joined his parents on the factory floor as a cleaner
Class Two. With time he moved up the ranks to be a forklift
driver Class One.
Right now Billy is manoeuvring a fresh pallet of confectionery
onto a five-high stack. He squints through the wire mesh cage as
he weasels the pallet on. Fnr a moment the whole stack sways
dangerously. Although he is safe in the protective cage the office
staff frown on damaged stock and men have been demoted or
fired before. He breathes a sigh of relief as the stack quietly
settles.
At morning break Billy takes his sandwiches from a blue
Continental Airlines bag and munches silently in the warehouse.
Billy avoids the canteen, to him there is too much noise there
and too much mess on the floor. As he sits down on a pile of
discarded cardboard to eat his chocolate cake he hears the
approaching click-clack of the supervisor's boots.
'Lunchtime eh Billy?' the supervisor says somewhere near sar
castically. 'The canteen food not good enough for you eh?' He
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dismisses Billy's cake with a peremptory wave of his hand.
'What is that junk anyway?'
'Chocolate cake.'
But Billy looks down quickly to check.
The supervisor grunts and digs his escaped shirt-tails back into
his pants, pulling the shirt tight across his paunch. 'There's germs
out here. All sorts of stuff. Make sure you eat in the canteen in
future Brummer,' he says. ' I don't like unhygiene in the factory.'
And he stalks off and bangs his shins on a trolley someone has
left lying on the floor. His shout raises a handful of pigeons
roosting high amongst the rafters of the warehouse. He glares
back at Billy.
In all his years at the Industrial Complex Billy has developed a
rapport with the generations of pigeons that coast around the
rafters of the warehouse. They swoop down between the tiers of
pallets in gusts of grey, white and blue, a commotion, a madness
of wings as they pass above the forklift. When he is able Billy
idles the engine of the forklift and observes the birds keenly. He
loves the way they ruffle their feathers, the way they peck gently
at each other. Sometimes he saves them something from his
lunch, some tasty morsel which he lays out on the floor of the
warehouse. Even as he ambles the forklift away over the black
skid-marked concrete he senses the eyes of the pigeons on nim.
His favourite is a Blue-Checker, a compact bird with one black
eye. It is always the last to swoop down to the crumbs.
Come one-fifteen Billy ceases work for the customary thirty
minute break. But inside his lunch-box, curled snugly against a
yellow banana as though asleep, is a frozen white rat. It gives
him enough of a fright to make him drop the box. As he collects
himself he catches the smirking figures of his two fellow forklift
drivers from behind a stack of pallets. He begins to smile in
appreciation of a good joke but the men slip behind the stack
and when he goes to follow there is no sign of them anywhere.
Next day Billy finds that his name has been scratched off the
forklift with a sharp instrument and his lunch-box becomes the
subject of further indignities. Pigeon droppings somehow find
their way into his sandwiches. Billy cocks his head up at the
rafters and then complains to the supervisor.
'There's not much I can do about it is there?' the supervisor
supposes. 'If pigeons want to shit in your sandwiches it's their
look-out isn't it?'
'What if we can find out who's doing it?' Billy pushes on,
tingling for his own courage. 'Can't we give them the sack or
something?' The supervisor stares hard at Billy, hitches up his
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pants. 'J'll tell you one person who won't have any say in who•s
sacked and who's not,' he says directly, 'and that's you Brummer.
You watch yourself or you'll be the one out of the factory.'
'I'll go to the office,' Billy calls out after the supervisor as he
walks off.
'You'll go nowhere, ' the supervisor shouts back.
Since the first days of the Complex's running the office has been
the most desirable place to be. As Billy pauses outside he listens
to the cool hum of the air-conditioners and as he looks to the
window he sees the office staff at their neat lines of desks; printers
and telexes clattering out messages of print and figures. He takes
a deep breath and pushes the buzzer outside. After what seems
like hours a woman in a crisp white shirt and lime-green frock
answers the buzzer.
'What is it?' she demands, clearly angry at being roused from her
desk.
'It's a . . . I've got a complaint,' Billy manages to say.
·wait here! ' she orders and retreats back into the office.
Billy waits. On a far wall a sign proclaims- '265 days accident
free- our record. ' Billy dimly recollects an incident in the can
shed, someone catching their fingers in the tin cutter. How long
ago? A few weeks? He must be mistaken he thinks. While be
puzzles on this the plant manager appears before him, a clipboard
nursed in one arm and a biro at the ready.
'Name?'
He fires the question in a no-nonsense way.
'Brummer, Bill- I mean William.'
Billy flushes red.
'Number?'
'-? '
'Your pay number! Wha.t is it?'
'W 3 1 1 . '

'Area?'
The manager looks long and hard at him, interested, but some
thing else too.
'Warehouse section,' Billy answers.
'Warehouse.' The manager prints carefully.
'What's the compla int?' Carefully Billy furnishes the details. The
manager jots down the information in his clipboard, glancing up
only to check the time on a clock hanging from the wall. 'I'll look
into it,' he says as he slips the biro into his pocket.
As he leaves Billy blinks his pale eyelids and touches the red
hair behind his ear. For some reason he feels as though he hasn't
achieved what he set out to do.
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When he's back on the forkl ift he is still mulling over this and
the scream of tyres as he rounds a comer nearly kills him with
fright. The driver of the other forklift furiously dismounts his
vehicle and shouts at Billy, gesticulating wildly, 'Why don't yer
watch where yer gain' Brummer! I oughter slam yer! Yer nearly
wrote me bloody off!'
Before Billy has time to piece together any sort of a reply the
other driver is on his forklift and off. Billy looks after him, more
perplexed than ever.
And by the time he arrives at the warehouse there is a welcoming
party waiting for him. The supervisor, with a group of three men
huddled about him, stands pudgy, hands on hips in the half
empty cavern that is the warehouse. Billy notices that the men
all have brown paper bags in their hands. 'I'm glad you're in
time to see this Brummer,' the supervisor calls out, and he makes
sure that Billy is watching. 'Spread it around,' he orders the
men, 'then back off. They'll come down and get it for themselves.'
He thrusts a bag at Billy. 'You spread some too.'
They are pellets. Green and round like the kind put out for snails.
The others glare at Billy until he drops a handful of pellets onto
the concrete. The supervisor tugs the sleeve of his jumper and
they stand aside to watch as the pigeons swoop down and peck
up the beads. Within minutes they are flying into walls and tiers
of pallets, as though in darkness, and flopping limply on the cold
concrete. The supervisor picks up a lump of wood studded with
nails and thrashes it into the stunned birds. 'Can't be cruel,' he
says as he brings the wood down.
Billy looks on dumbfounded. At the completion of the job the
men saunter off, the supervisor hanging back a minute. 'See that
you get those birds cleaned up Brummer,' he says. 'We can't have
unhygiene in the factory now can we?' Billy watches him go and
then looks at the soft bundles of dead pigeons scattered over the
warehouse floor.
Coinciding with these events is a series of more serious disrup
tions to the Complex's schedule. Initially these are passed off
as mere accidents, a run of bad luck, but as time wears on it
becomes obvious that a person or persons unknown are working
with deliberate intentions of damaging the Complex's production
schedule.
In the first instance heat valves designed to keep a million litres
of sugar in a liquid state are turned off, setting the sugar like
concrete in vats and pipes. It takes a team of sweating engineers
two full days to clear the obstructions. In the next case a hose
pumping oil into a burner inside the Complex is incorrectly
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fitted and a tanker-load of this scarce commodity runs irretriev
ably down the drain. The worker responsible for fitting the
attachment swears that the hose had been correctly fixed in the
fin,t place.
However, the conclusive proof that saboteurs are at work comes
when a bevy of dead sparrows are found encrusted with Stars 'n'
Stripes candy which is almost at the packaging stage. The Com
plex's Internal Investigations Branch is called in and their first
decision is to check through company files to see if there is cause
for anyone to want to destroy Complex property. Sacked em
ployees are sorted out quickly. Police, I.R.S. and social records
are also consulted but these too turn up nothing. Furthermore
there is no evidence of any outside interference and consequently
the investigators can find only one possible solution - that this
has been an inside job.
A list of suspects is drawn up, compiled from complaints made
to the worker/ management relations desk. Among those whose
names appear is one Brummer, W. His file contains such com
ments as 'uncooperative to his superiors', 'of ethnic background',
and 'subversive'. Tellingly, at the bottom of the file, is the hastily
scrawled observation; 'would like to see some real damage done
to the Complex'. This is what the investigators have been looking
for and Brummer, W. is summoned to a small room away from
the office.
'What's all this then?' one of the four investigators demands as
Billy i s pushed into a chair.
'What's all what?' Billy answers weakly.
The investigator rises and circles Billy's chair.
'Why the damage Brummer?'
'W . . . what?'
'The damage! We know you did it !'
'If you tell us the truth now,' the brown-suited second investigator
says, 'you'll get off a lot easier in the long run.'
Billy chokes with confusion .
'Don't make it hard for us Drummer,' the third man says. 'We
know you bad to of did it.'
'I didn't do anything,' Billy replies.
The four pepper him from close quarters.
- 'we'll be watching you !'
- 'one false step and it's out .'
- 'if you're not already.'
- 'yes.'
- 'we know it's you Brummer.'
And Billy files disconsolately from the room, the men staring after
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him. As Billy trudges back to his forklift the roar of factory
machinery is deafening.
In the course of the next few weeks very little happens except
that the cage about Billy's forklift is taken off to be repainted. In
fact since the incident with the investigators Billy senses that
people are much more sympathetic toward him. One woman
tells him. 'You worked here as long as anyone else. They should
be looking at the newer ones.' Another of the forklift drivers
makes a point of nodding to Billy each time he passes him. A
woman with brown, crimped hair informs Billy that his mother
was the best toilet cleaner the Complex ever had. People seem
to be going out of their way to pay him compliments.
So it comes as nothing of a surprise when the supervisor approa
ches Billy one morning with a plate of food.
'Have a shot at these,' the supervisor says. 'Just baked yesterday
in the staff canteen.'
He proffers the plate, stacked with cakes of coarse bread. Billy
gratefully takes one.
'Grab the whole plate,' the supervisor insists. 'Take them on the
fork with you.'
Billy looks.
'Go on!'
Billy drives his forklift later between the towering stacks of
pal'lets. A note stuck to the wheel tells him that the new company
policy is that pallets are now to be loaded seven-high in the
warehouse. The union has agreed to this. The forklift barely
manages it though as the hydraulics strain to reach the top of
the stack. Billy peers up anxiously as he settles a new pallet
seven-high.
And the supervisor blows up angrily when he notices full cartons
of candy crashing off the production line, wooden pallets cracking
and splintering and packets of confectionery strewing over the
floor. He storms off to find the forklift and that jerk Brummer
but when he reaches the warehouse he discovers a mess of fallen
pallets and cardboard, a stretch of yellow forklift barely visible
beneath the toppled stack. As he and others rush to clear the
debris artifacts begin to emerge; a snapped wheel jettisoned free,
some hosing, a paper plate.
'Leave it now,' the supervisor orders as they get closer to the
bottom. 'Call the ambulance. '
He drags one of the other forklift drivers aside. 'At least it saves
us from doing it,' he says.
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JUST US CHICKENS
D. R. Nicholson

This story is mostly true. The things you might disbelieve are
1ikely to be true. The untrue things are likely to be compounds
of times and places and people. I am writing under a pseudonym
but one I have lived and gone through Customs under more than
once. (Admittedly, before passports between Australia and New
Zealand. ) And here is an example of what you might think is a
lie : a passenger a few places ahead of me in the queue at Immi,
gration had an address a few doors away from the false address
I had already written on my card. But no one noticed and per
haps this is a lie after all : tell one often enough and you believe
it in the end. Or, perhaps, as has often been the case in my life
- through drink, drng or natural psychosis - I was hallucinating.
It is quite likely in this case because I was terrified and always
had to get drunk on the plane to face it.
But I will begin somewhere else : the fast time it happened. It
always starts the same : no woman. In the 'sixties naked, tolerant
tits watched me hitting up 'horse' - as heroin was called then not realising they could have saved me. All my friends lived with
girls but I couldn't even get the odd root. I was fit, I could run
a marathon and hold my breath for nearly four minutes; I was
clever, funny, generous, not ugly and my dick was as big as
anybody else's. I couldn't figure om what was wrong with me.
But that was the first time; I said I would start with the last.
The books were cooked, the stock overva1ued. My woman of
four years pissed off six weeks in and left me working a hundred
and ten hours a week, losing money and taking out loans to pay
loans to pay loans. After a year, two burglaries, the wettest
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summer for years and a string of teenage employees who were
always late and would tell me to get fucked if I asked them to
do the cool room for a change, I got friendly with a fat girl who
could get prescriptions for Duramine (for Saturday night at first,
then Sunday mornings, etc. ) . Then the doctor woke up and not
long after I was buying ounces of speed from criminals in Toorak
or Doncaster and dealing enough to pay for my own needs. I
drove 'round all night : Avondale Heights, Elwood , Collingwood,
Ashburton - "Just don't come to the shop for fuck's sake! "
It wasn't like the old days when the lower few rungs weren't
really crooks; this time nearly everybody above me was a proper
crook. That's why I could never be an ounce seller - besides
that junkies rarely get that far anyway - you simply have to
break legs and stuff there. My first main man sold half an ounce
of mine on credit without asking me and didn't coHect. Break
his leg, my next man said. I said, why bother, I could cover it
inside a week. He said it was a matter of respect.
He was a crook too : his ounces were always short and cut with
Sudafeds, cream of tartar, ascorbic acid, MSG, fruit salts, silica
gel, dishwashing machine powder, ground glass, battery acid,
Chri1.t knows. And always pubic hairs; I bet he pulled himself
in it . One night when I OD-ed , (or perhaps it was something else
in it) he and this girl took me to the Yarra on the Kew Boulevard .
I got better just in time .
By the time I had found a good man it was too late. The bank
manager would come personally and put out his hand . The
MMBW were about to cut off the water because the previous
owner hadn't paid his rates. I had quit dealing but not using. I
was getting very scared . Threats of violence given and received
had gotten freq uent. I had begun to see inclines where they
weren't; I would be gunning the car for a long steep hill ahead
only to find I was flying a1ong a flat road. I chewed constantly,
until my jaw cramped; I'd spit out the gum only to be chewing
my tongue moments later. The features of my face fragmented,
floated , contorted into a monstei' whenever I looked in the mirror.
(Shaving was murder. ) And of course, fear of the police. (Later
I found out they knew all about me anyway; they told me all
the names I would have given them if I'd had to. They didn't
have the time to waste on small fish like me - unless forced by
a complaint or Operation Noahs and Drug Offensives. )
I put out a contract on myself (insurance would pay back what
I owed my parents ) and took my first holiday (of even a day)
for over a year : a long weekend at Anglesea with an appoint
ment to be hit on the back of the head for the takings when I
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came back on the Monday night. The speed I took with me was
pretty crappy so I had to drive back for more on Saturday. The
hit-men had shot through; the idea of kil1ing the same person
who's hired them had spooked them. ( Criminals are generally
conservative.) I blew up the car at one in the morning, thrashing
it up the Geelong Freeway and walked about ten miles (from
near the Avalon Beach exit) to Geelong and got a taxi to
Anglesea.
Late on Monday night I went to the shop. The absolute minimum
for a long wrekend's takings would be two thousand but there
was on'ly half that. I took it and the speed I had left and a big
bag of grass and some wine. I put some sugar in a bottle of tur
pentine as per the blues song recipe. I brewed packets of Senior
Service, Camel and Rothmans Plain in the teapot - according to
an anti-smoking recipe for death - and put that in a bottle.
I crawled into a big patch of blackberries and found a packing
case that had been a bird coop long ago. I snorted as much of
the speed as my nose could cope with and swallowed the rest. I
smoked the grass and drank the wine. I felt so good I almost
didn't want to die but I drank the cigarette tea; I didn't even
throw-up. I gul ped the turpentine and threw-up; I gulped and
threw-up until the bottle was empty.
The next day I watched through the prickles people walking
their dogs. The next night I walked and spent all the money on
speed and grass. I put the whole bag of speed in my mouth and
chewed and sucked until the plastic was quite clean. I spi!,t most
of the grass trying to roU joints; I was shaking so much. I hal1u
cinated and blacked out and it was daylight again. I was alive,
broke and a missing person. I'd never had the stomach for blades,
high places, trains, etc., so on the last night I was reduced to
looking in people's gardens for poisonous plants. None of them
worked, so I went home and to the doctor, lawyer and police.
And to a psychiatrist for a diagnosis entirely different from the
one he'd given me years before.
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CAGE, MANGE-.R, RACK
April Phillips

There is a man in this hospital who does not recognise his left
side. He shaves and dresses only his right side, and at night can
not sleep, aware as he is of someone else in his bed . He complains
that the hospital is stingy, cheap, outrageous. Putting two people
in the one bed. He demands to be taken somewhere else.
The children are fascinated by another man called Max. He
comes towards us down the hall, gently tapping two saucers
together. He has an air of authority, of great business, except
that he is wearing hospital pyjamas. He comes up and speaks to
the children as if he has known them all his life. He prattles about
this and that, opens an electrical box in the wall, nods and says :
"Yes, fine weather in there." Then he turns and shakes my bro
ther's hand. "Sorry mate," he says, tapping the saucer gently,
"What was your handle?" My brother is taken aback, he has only
just noticed the sign pinned to the back of the man's pyjamas
which reads : "My name is Max. If I wander, please direct m e
back to Ward 5. Thankyou." The children have noticed too.
"Sorry," says Max, "didn't catch that?"
"Oh - the name's Roger."
"Roger? Hmm. Funny surname, oh well." He starts to wander
off again down the hall. I stop him and direct him back to Ward
5. He thanks me, relieved. But before he has taken ten steps one
of the children calls out something and he swivels around . Faced ,
yet again, with unfamiliar territory he looks exhausted, unable
to sustain the fiction of his life. I direct him once more down to
Ward 5 and he continues gently on his way, tapping the saucers.
This is the hospital where my father lies on his back, connected
to a plethora of machines. Machines that monitor his heart rate,
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his blood pressure, his temperature, every unnecessary move
ment in this necessary stillness.
I have heard him say it, that he wants to die. His eyes are red
rimmed and frightened, like a calf's. He can hear the sounds of
other lives wheezing, other deaths. I hear him say it and I get
frightened too, because it's true, and because I want to touch
him and can't, because wanting him to live I am complicit in his
pain.
My mother visits in the day time. She sits by the bed , this is her
hospital manner. She visits because this is her husband and the
long drive through the city traffic ex•h austs her but she must. The
conversation is stilted. I wish she would leave so I could talk to
him and touch him. So I could tell him that I love him, that he
mustn't die, not yet. At night, after visiting hours are over and it
is quite safe, Carla come s and sits by the bed . / imagine her
touching him, willing him back to life.
Years ago, when I told my mother that I was leaving the man I
had lived with for four years, she said that she loved Dad "in her
own way". That it was "different" after forty years. This is the
way th ings are, not to be questioned.
The rest of the family beam with pride at the photograph, now
enshrined under glass on the coffee table, of my father on his 60th
birthday with his arm around my mother. This i s one of only three
photographs that I know of in which my mother and father are
touching. The second is their wedding photo, forty years ago.
Forty years. Four years. This is the way things are. Carla visits
every night and on the day when there i s an improvement, when
he starts to smile and talk, when he is again the father I know and
the lover she knows, my brother and I , visiting late at night, meet
her in the carpark. We hug and clutch each other's hands. There
are still shadows under her eyes but she looks relaxed and we
share her relief. Conspirators. My brother too has an illicit love.
This is the way things are.
Max is well known here in the hospital. The nurses say "Hello
Max, how are you today?" and direct him back to his ward. My
father, now off the machines, "out of danger" and propped up
with p illows in a dressing gown, finds Max's presence alarming.
"I'll tell him where to go if he comes near me," he says.
I introduce him to my new lover. They shake hand s and chat
comfortably. Later Dad tells me that he likes this bloke better
than the other one. I knew he would, the whole family does. I
knew this too. It is obvious. There is a warmth and ease about
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him like there is with Carla. Love is always better the second time
around : a truism, the way things are/can be, should be. I wish
this for my mother, and for my brother's wife, knowing it is
impossible. Unquestioned . Always unquestioned, passed down like
a garment. Something borrowed.
(Something blue : the blue of his eyes, the way his pupils d ilate
when we clutch each other sweating and panting after coming
together, laughing and amazed that it can always be this good .
He wants us to live together, get married. It is the only thing we
fight about.)
That first night I visited my father in the coronary care unit - so
close to death that it was just a small matter, a decision ( reaching
out/taking hold/letting go) - I went to a party for a fri end. He
was leaving the next morning to go to England, to live, indefinitely.
I had once called him "Dad" instead of "Bob". A Freudian slip
that startled me. It's true, my lovers do often resemble my father
in some way. Inevitable, I suppose, but still a shock.
I must go to the party because I might never see him again. There
are other old friends, who want to talk about what I have been
doing, what they have been doing, when none of this matters. Only
my father dying in a hospital bed surrounded by machines. They
ask and they sympathise, but it is not party conversation. Not
someth i ng they want to hear and not something I want to ta·lk
about. For the first time since I was ten years I wanted to be with
my family.
I wanted to be where there was no need to talk about it. No need
to ask. I wanted to wear a sign on my back and be directed down
to the ward, without having to ask or explain, without having to
define my pain for others. But this was necessary too, another
goodbye.
Always patterns. Repetitions. Is this because as a writer I look
for patterns or is th i s the way things are? His l over arrived at the
party, the one who would remain behind at the airport while he
said his good-byes to his fam ily and flew to Sydney to meet his
wife. The one not allowed to grieve publicly, who came to the
party in the guise of a friend . Carla, Sarah, Martine. Why is this
the way things are? Why always this double life, this fiction?
If my father died , his ch ildren and grandchildren would never
know that he had loved and been loved, that he had found this
rare thing. Would know only the photographs in the albums, on
the wall at my mother's house, the one under glass on the coffee
table. Would know only my m other's cold grief for the man she
loved "in her own way" dutifully.
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Always searching for clues, that there is/must be something else.
Given this.
Never able to recognise the other side, the left side : the woman
grieving at the funeral, standing apart from the fam ily. Would
they sustain the fiction to the end - to the airport, to the grave?
The ways things are. The way life i s : stingy, cheap, outrageous.
Putting two people in the one bed, forever and ever, till death.
I want to be taken somewhere else. I don't want this cheap life.
I have taken the sign off my back and I'll go where I please.

VISIONS
- a new novel by Kevin Brophy
" . . . this novel is wel l worth read i ng, provided you l i ke
grotesq ue, flesh-c reeping tales of madness told with
insight and grim humour."
- Leon Trainor, Canberra Times
"those who take the tro u ble w i l l find that Visions is the
best Austral ian novel for some years."
- Bruce Gi llespie, Melbourne Times
"Qu ite aside from whatever story the reader makes of
the novel, there is the pleasure of B rophy's figures and
imagery."
- Kris Hemensley, Australian Book Review
" . . . strong, beautifully s i m ple prose . . . "
- Rosemary Sorensen, Melbourne Herald
"We i rdly touching . . . A vivid account of the two-way
warp between extreme faith and madnss."
- Helen Garner
Visions is publ ished by Angus & Robertson.
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P·R OMISE
Anna Bianke
If I can trace what happened, maybe I'll understand. They were
so strong in him - the images, the sounds - the strongest part o;
that pale, stooped body. He read to us at Rita's, his high, starved
cheekbones hollowed by the cadences. Smooth chinned. Effemin
ate even, with gestures that fluttered from him. He spoke softly,
but his poetry was hard. Crude, with ugly rhythyms that jutted
into the smoke-filled air.
Shlip, shlop, sblip, shlop. Down the path, past the shed Dan
built to put the new Austin. Try to open the gate a little further :
it's getting to be a tight fit these days. Sullen weeds cling to each
other and bind the soil to the rusting base. And defy you. Very
well. Pull in the breath. Squeeze. And you are out.
Out for the morning. One slippered foot onto the pedestrian
crossing and then the other. Don't look at the cars. You can heat
the brakes. You can hear them swearing. Can hear them telling
their wives as they angrily wave their forkfuls of roast chicken :
"There was this crazy old bitch, didn't look right or left, simply
stepped onto the road and charged across. I bad to stop so fast,
I skidded." They'd been saying it for twenty years. "Real weirdo
she was - long, dirty grey hair. Cardigan with holes. Ploughing
ahead like there was no one else in the world."
You're out to find a person to talk to.
Frank is busy serving someone else, but you don't let it stop you.
"It took us three days to get to Sydney," you mutter, shuffling
your feet. "Three days and I was sea-sick all the way." He turns
courteous!y.
"Mrs L. What can I get you?"
"Packet of fags, Frank. Three days and I was sea-sick all the way.
It always ruined the hoidays."
'There we are. Anything else?"
"Any teacake?"
"Not today. Try the supermarket."
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"They sent us off to a Sydney boarding school to become ladies.
And I was a lady. No good as a mother though. "
Outside she scratches at the wrapper and shakes the cellophane
from her fingers. She fumbles for matches in her pocket.
"No good as a mother. Even though I gave him lots of milk."
Can I remember any of his images? I think the original of his
Cronus poem may be in one of the garage cartons. That image
was of Cronus swallowing his children whole. Wasn 't his Cronus
female? A ndrogynous at least. When it yawned, you could see
the children trying to get at the nipple inside.
I fell in love with him across a table. There was food between
us, but he hardly ate. I had dressed to fall in love , pulled on my
slip and let it fall caressingly about my hips, the underthing of
passion. I wore no jewellery, no makeup. Knew he would decorate
me with his words. A nd I wanted his words. I sensed them glitter
ing and hard, twisted and knotted together inside him. He would
Look at my smooth seriousness - I was scarcely twenty then, and
innocent - and the treasure chest would open just for me. I was
right. He made delicate beginnings, drawing out phrases that
were pearls. Later came the heavy stuff - long earrings, crusty
n ecklaces. Is this metaphor too contrived? It was all fantastic. Me
waiting, hoping. Determined. Him talking of his mother. His des
criptions were rich, profound, and full of love. Details: she wore
a hat to go shopping and never ate on the street. But they were
the detail..s of the myth. Mother became sister, mistress, goddess.
A nd I thought he was talking of me. Mistook an obsession for
an image. Cast myself in the role of Woman. I too pushed away
my plate so that it touched his in the centre of the table, and
stretched out my arms to show him that they were empty.
I'll try to find a photo of his mother.
A poodle is tied up to one post, the old lady leans into the other,
resting on one thick _arm while the other flicks ash towards the
rubbish bin. A car pulls up and a man plunges into the news
agent's. She mutters in his direction.
''He had a good job writing copy for the ad people. When he
came home I would have a rice pudding waiting. Dan had passed
on by then and we sold the Austin. So it was just the two of us;
we didn't need anyone else. I used to sit and watch him burrow
ing his spoon under the brown blistered bits to where it was warm
and soggy." Skimming the sports page, the man swings himself
back behind t,h e steering wheel. The poodle whimpers.
''Or he would sit on the verandah with his guitar and I would
bring out the beaters covered in cream and hold them for him to
li�k like I_ did when he was little." She drops the cigarette. Her
slipper twists harshly over it.
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"He &tole! " she shouts at the car which is backing out. "Money
from my purse. My silver pill box. Stupid things - some old
letters. I found them all in his drawer. He didn't even have the
sense to hide them . Stealing - when he had a good job!"
The poodle is in a panic, yipping for its lost owner. Jerking around
in circles, it has braided itself to the post.
The old lady looks at it with contempt.

He was more nervous than I was about my first meeting with his
mother. A t that time he had that dreadful job with the advertising
agency so I went home with him after work. Big house and old
garden overflowing with full-blown roses and honeysuckle. Their
fading, cloying sweetness saturated the air so that we seemed to
be held fast in our wick er chairs on her front verandah. He
wouldn't look up.
The sun slanted right in on us, lighting up the loose powder
which clung in dead clumps to her cheeks. I looked for the almost
finicky grace of her son, but she poured the tea carelessly so that
there were liquid crescents in the saucers. Charm, delight, interest
frothed fram me in bubbles. She licked her thumb to flick back
wards through an album in which a thin boy obscured himself
behind his mother. Sententiously, as I now remember it, I patted
her on the wrinkled old sleeve of her cardigan and said : " We
will both have to do what's best for him."
She snapped together the covers of th e book and threw it on the
floorboards.
Was it then that I knew I would have to take him away to save
him?

I hardened my heart against him, thinks the old woman. Aloud
she says : "Something made me harden my heart against him."
She is fingering tins of vegetables in the supermarket, circling her
forefinger round and round the lids.
"I let him go," she says. "I didn't want him anymore."

Suddenly I don 't know him, this soft-voiced man whose images of
life interleave my books and are copied into my journal. Hoarse
hatred is shouting at me.
"/ will not fly."
"All right, all right," I say. "So how are we going to cross the
sea? It won 't suddenly part for you, you know."
"We can go by boat. Mother did when she was young. "
"Yes. And it still takes three days, over one of the roughest straits
in the world."
Amongst the packing we quarrel all the time. He kicks my shoes
lined up on the floor, and sulks when I ask him to bring in boxes.
At sea we have storms, but I will wait it out, wait out the retching,
wait out his pale face turned away from me and then the slow
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docking and the queuing and the sitting in plastic chairs of a
terminal where the floor still heaves uncertainly about us.
For I have a promised land to show him.
We drive through yellow poplars that fence the cottage and I
unload us with energy. I light the fire in the stove. He sits with
his fists on the table, staring at the kettle. The tea is ready, but
he will not fill his cup.
"She was a slut." Custard oowder. Tinned milk. May need a
trolley for this lot. "Took him away to satisfy her whims."
"That'll be five dollars twenty."
"She starved him."
"Would you prefer a box or a plastic bag?"
"I knew he would come back."
The poplars rustle as I hang his guitar about him to take him
into the morning so that he may sing with them. Here the world
belongs to him. No longer the cant of the advertiser, it is his to
tell of beauty and truth. His hands are in his pockets.
" We are quite alone, " I tell him. "The nearest house is five miles
away. "
He says nothing. I lead him up a track worn by animals, pulling
back the branches until we reach the edge.
"Look. " I gesture. " The plain." Below, swept by shadow, are
the vast flatlands. Honey-coloured willows mark the river-line;
the sky marks the horizon.
"It is ours," I whisper. I want to take off my shoes, bare my feet,
reverence the damp ground and the golden plains beyond. "It is
ours whenever we want it."
He does not look; will not look.
"What have you done with your guitar? "
He turns away. Silently, darkly he moves back into the trees.
I find the guitar later hanging stupidly on one of the thin low
poplar branches. Him I find on the bed treasuring some things 
a dirty handkerchief, an imitation tortoiseshell comb, some coins.
His mother's. Hearing me, he colours. But wizen he looks up, his
eyes are hot with defiance.
The old woman pushes against her gate, plastic bags knocking
against the wire, and shuffles up the overgrown path, past the
Did shed askew with the weight of brambles. Shlip shlop, shlip
shlop. "Slit slat. Slit slut. I suppose she had another man. They
always do. That's why he came back. That'll be the reason. She
couldn't give the other one up."
Into the gloom of her house, panting slightly. She passes her son's
room and bears him inside, weeping.
"The slut,"she says. "She ruined him."
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STREET GAMES
Jill Jones

There is a boy outside the house playing with a remote-controlled
toy jet car. There are a group of teenage school girls walking up
the street towards him. Some of them are smoking illegally.
The boy is staring at the toy car, the boy is staring at the footpath,
all the boy sees is the feet of the teenage girls walking up the
street. Some of them are talking.
The boy presses a button and the car slides into a skid, the car
teeters on the edge of the kerb then flips upright again. One of the
girls giggles. A few of the girls giggle. Other girls smile at the
girls who are giggling.
The boy is wearing blue jeans and a flannelette check shirt. The
shirt is blue and red and black. He wears a black helmet with
the visor pushed back.
One of the girls screams a little scream. She is almost tripping
over the toy car which is running across her path. The path is
cracked and blackened and uneven and the toy car jumps and
swings. It seems to jump closer to the girl. The girl grabs the arm
of another girl next to her. She nearly pushes the other girl over.
The other girl screams a little scream and then the two girls begin
to giggle. They giggle like the other girls ahead of them.
The boy continues to watch the car as he races it up and down
the street. The street is an old street full of those renovated ter
race houses that were fashionable once. The paint is peeling and
there is rust on the bars. There are faint marks where old graffiti
has been scrubbed away.
The boy tries to make the car fly into the air. He presses a button
on his remote control device. He presses it again. The car stays
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on the ground. He has tried to do this before. The car stayed on
the ground. It is an old model and it will not fly anymore.
The girls have walked further up the hill now. They have stopped
giggling and no one is smoking anymore. The girls who were
smoking have now hidden their cigarette butts. They eat pepper
mints. The special kind.
At the intersection, halfway up the hill, the street watch guard
is now standing there. She speaks into a radio transmitter and
counts off the girls as they file past. She rests her right hand on
her black pistol holster.
The boy is standing outside the house with a remote-controlled
jet car. The boy is staring at the car, the boy is staring at the
footpath.
The street guard pulls aside one of the girls and asks her to
breathe into the small black breathalyser. The girl breathes into
the machine. The guard checks the reading. The guard waves
the girl on. The girl was not smoking earlier.
The street guard watches the girls cross the intersection. She
speaks into the black transmitter again. She is tall and she is
quite young. She looks back down the street at the boy. She
walks down the street to the boy.
The boy is playing with a remote-controlled jet car. The car is
now running across the path of the street guard. The guard side
steps the car. She is silent. The street guard walks up to the boy.
The boy does not look at the street guard. The boy is staring at
the toy car. The guard speaks to the boy. She tells him his street
play permit has run out. She tells him he must go inside.
The boy does not look at her. The boy presses a button and the
car slides into a skid, the car teeters on the edge of the kerb. The
street guard knocks it with her left boot and the car flips onto
its back. Its wheels spin in the air. The street guard picks up the
car and hands it to the boy. The boy stares at his shoes, the boy
takes the car and turns around. The boy goes inside.
The street guard turns and walks back up the street. She stops at
the intersection. She stands still, her right hand rests on the black
pistol holster.
There is gunfire in the distance.
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FALLS
sd edwards

"It's al l over now," he says.
While Juliana tries to figure out how to tel l him that he is wrong,
Robert jumps off the cliff. She lunges after him, and she sees his
body strike the rocky bank of the river below. The waterfal l
nearby sprays water on him as blood changes the colour of his
clothing in the fading light of sunset.
Her eyes are drawn to the sight of him; water sptays her face,
soon covering her face with water. She backs away from the sight
toward the forest behind her, kneels on the dirt trail, covers her
face with her hands and bows her head. She lifts her face and cries,
"Why? Whywhywhy? I don't understand. What did I do?" into
the noisy gul ly.
No answer.
"I must get to a phone to call the police. This goddam crying is
doing me no good," she says, gets up and walks to her car. Driving
back to town she fumbles through her purse for coins.
She stops at the first payphone, gets out of the car, leaves the
lights and engine on, and drops a quarter in the slot. Sh e presses
the change button saying, "What am I doing? All I have to do is
dial O."
The operator answers, "Mandy speaking, how may I help you?"
"Get me the police, please," she says in a distressed voice louder
than necessary.
"Right away, ma'am. Hold on, please."
She draws in a breath.
"Lieutenant Krause speaking. How can I help you?"
"My boyfriend .. .he's dead. Down by the waterfall."
"OK, now calm down. What happened? "
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"We went to the waterfall to talk. I think he's been upset about
something. But he j ust j umped. I don't understand it. "
"What is your name, please?"
"Juliana Paul. "
"And your boyfriend's name?"
"Robert . . . Venner. "
"Can you tell me where you are?"
She reads him the address posted on the booth.
"Stay where you are, I won't be long."
"OK," she replies. "Please h urry. "
It is not long before a police car shows up. Krause rolls down his
window and introduces himself as he did on the phone. He asks
if she is J uliana, and when she nods yes, he tells her to turn off her
engine and lights and get in the patrol car. She complies, auto
matically, and he asks her to show him where it happened.
"It's over by the waterfall," she reminds him, her voice tight.
"You know, we got along so well together, for three years we
never had a fight. We had plans. Oh, God. We were going to get
married in spring and get a house in the hills. He had such a good
job; he got his degree at Harvard, you know. "
Lieutenant Krause nods.
"You know how we met?" she continues, her vo:ce beginning to
show the strain. "We met at nature class. He was interested in
photographing wild birds, and I was interested in exploring forests
and mountains. That's why I like to go to the waterfall; it's all so
wild around there and all those great towering mountains! Back
then, it seemed that Robert and I were the only ones in the class
really interested in the wilderness for what it is. The rest just
wanted to go trophy hunting. We began going on hikes together
and that was it, we hit it off real well. Oh, God! " she gasps,
finally running out of breath.
Finally, Krause parks the car. They get out of the car, and she
begins to tremble as he asks her to show him where Robert
jumped.
Leaning on the officer's shoulder, she leads him to the edge. "He's
down there," she points from about ten feet away.
Krause tells J uliana to sit on the grass and tip-toes to the cliffedge
to look down. Though it is dark, the moon is out and he can see
the faint outline of a body lying on the rocks below, where the
water crashes into a pool which empt:es into a river. He knows
he cannot climb down even in the moonli2:ht. But th:s is an urnent
matter as the man could be alive. He will have to boo downstr�m
to find a lower climb down, and turns to J uliana telling her to
stay where she is.
"No, " she says, "don't l eave me h ere, please."
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"I've got to find out if Robert is a'l i ve. The only way I'm to do
that is to go down there."
"Please don't leave me alone ."
"Just stay here, you'll be OK," he says and turns to walk briskly
along the cliffedge, away from her.
Left alone, she whispers, "Why? Whywhywhywhy?" Memories
begin to return to her. She looks at the ring on her finger that he
had given her three months ago. She remembers hikes with him
in the mountains, wilderness photography, seeing bears and deer,
dinner with her parents (they did get along well) , meeting his
,parents ( they disapproved of their relationship) , spiting his
parents' disapproval. "Damn you, Robert ! " She takes the ring off
and throws it over the cliff. She cannot hear it splash over the
noise of the waterfall and is glad.
I should have k,wwn, she thinks. You seemed so flustered and
then all of a sudden you smiled. You bastard. Where are you?
Are you happy now that you've done it? I don't know if I can
forgive you. Her mind wanders through memories as she sits on
the grass looking over the cliff into the darkness.
Abruptly, she gets up, and calmly walks to the edge. With a
decided step, she takes the plunge to join her fiance. She looks at
the waterfall , noticing that she is falling at the same rate as the
water. All that stuff she had to learn in physics makes sense after
all.
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REVIEWS
REDSHIFT/BLUESHIFT - Chris Mansell; Five Islands Press,
Box 1 946 Wollongong 2500, 1 989, $8.95
Chris Mansell has an impressive list of credits from previous
publications of the poems in REDSHIFf/ BLUESHIFf. The list
scatters across many magazines in this country, the U.S., Den
mark, Canada, France, Japan, and New Zealand. Therefore, it is
with a strong sense of expectation of a "good read" that you begin.
It is not a scattered collection of poems, however, as the individual
publication histories of the poems might suggest. The way I read
REDSHIFT / BLUESHIFf is, that it is arranged in a series of
shifts, as with a rainbow (Red to Blue - the opposite colours in
a spectrum of light).
In the first half of the book there is a preoccupation with the
problem of how to represent "reality" in poetry. One poem
suggests that if things become more "theoretical" then they also
become more "poetic" ('Lady Gedanka Rings Home'). This is
expressed in another way (in 'Talk') - "As we continued to talk/
was it aesthetics of the way/ of things or the aesthetics of the way
of thinking about/the aesthetics of things." These shifts/ reversals/
paradoxes are pervasive throughout this book.
What makes it such a well organised book, though, is that in
having these shifts as a major theme, the second half of the book
turns from theorising to become voluptuously responsive to
"reality" - "we are the succulents/our cool jade arms open/over
clean tables our fine bone/ china minds pull the strings/of our
tongues . . ." (from 'The Unquiet City'). This overall sense of
organisation from non-representational to representational and
some nice poems make this a worthwhile book.
Five Islands Press is a new publisher and has started well in
publishing REDSHIFT / BLUESHIFT.
Robert Habost
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HIDDEN HANDS - edited by a collective; Irrepressible Press,
P O Box 442 Petersham NSW 2049, 1 988. $10
This book is the first project of Irrepressible Press. In the
introduction to the book, it is called an 'assembly book', inspired
by a similar project co-ordinated by Pamela Brown in 1 974. Each
of the 44 writers or visual artists who participated donated 300
copies of their work. The Irrepressible collective then collated,
bound and distributed the book.
The aim of this project was to publish the work of fringe writers
and artists, in reaction to the diminished small press activity in
Sydney, and as an alternative to the material produced by larger
publishing houses.
There is a range of artwork, from the wacky telephone book page
by Hilik, to the cleverly political Ronald McDonald Competition
Poster by Peter Lyssiotis, to a concrete poem by II.O.
There are stories and poems presented in as many ways as there
are writers. The book is fascinating for the way each writer has
chosen to present their work, as well as for being a way of
sampling, and comparing the work of a wide range of Australia's
avant-garde writers. It's good to read som e new work by Anna
Couani, full of observat:ons, memorable phrases, and that slant
on the world that an outsider can bring.
This is, of course, a limited edition, so if you want a copy, you'll
have to hurry.
Kevin Brophy
THE REVOLT OF THE COATS - Grant Caldwell; Angus &
Robertson, 1 988, $9.95, 207 pp.
Grant Caldwell lives in the inner city suburb of Darlinghurst, but
it is difficult to say where his stories live. They are set somewhere
between fantasy and reality so the reader is never quite sure what
to expect.
Caldwell is a well known poet, published widely in literary journ
als and two previous books, which were a mixture of prose and
poetry.
In this book doormats try to become overcoats; a diner is afraid
of being assassinated by a cricket ball; chickens talk about laying
black eggs; a man is stranded eternally on a street corner; another
is an agoraphobic; children are half cat and half human. The
characters are mostly affected by some phobia or paranoia or
stuck with unhealthy life-styles.
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As I read through these stories I'm reminded of Peter Carey's
early stories in his collection, "THE FAT MAN IN HISTORY" .
It is the knack of the writing in setting up an everyday scene before
distorting it with quirky flights of the imagination. It's an effective
way of pointing out the foibles of modern living, without seeming
to be too didactic.
This is a very interesting & entertaining callection. It asks the
reader to try to distinguish between normality and abnormality.
How much of what we think we know, is really true?Why do we
live the way we do? Have we forgotten how to think properly,
or d i::!n't we ever know?
Caldwell likes to take risks with his writing- by letting his imag
ination take over. He lets it run, before dragging it back with calm
logic. He is not overly concerned with characterization; the story
is the important thing.
Myron Lysenko
RIDE A COCK HORSE - Gillian Mears; Pascoe Publishing,
1 988, $9.95, 1 60 pp.
Gillian Mears was born in 1 964 and grew up on the North Coast
of N.S.W. In this, her first book, Mears depicts the lives of
characters who were mostly born in country towns.
Altho this is a collection of stories, some of the characters wander
in & out of narrative. The main one is Albert Ertle; we see him
growing up to be an unsuccessful jockey, a horse trainer, a favour
ite uncle & eventually a cripple. Many of the stories revolve around
Albert. Life is cruel to him, but children love him.
The other stories are about girls growing up to be women. I found
these to be the best in the book- they explore the loss of inno
cence and the cruelty of an uncaring world. These stories are
simply told in the first person, and spiked with gruesome details.
Mears' world is full of people searching for love- but all they
find are : dirty nappies, persistent pimples, horrible husbands. &
disappointment after disappointment. But luckily, for the reader,
the quality of the writing is such that this overall heaviness in the
lives of the protaganists is offset.
The more I read of the book, the more I liked it & the better it
became. Mears is an exciting new talent & I look forward to
reading more of her work.
Myron Lyesnko
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RON TRUFFLE (His Life & Bump Out) - Barry Dickins·
Pascoe Publishing, 1988, $9.95, 1 39 pp.
Barry Dickins lives in Northcote, where he occasionally roasts a
lamb & dares his guests to eat it while singing songs & trying on
his new underpants for size. "Life is too serious," he is fond of
saying, "Laugh, or life will get you in your end." Then he cries,
because hi5 gravy has lumps in it.
Ron Truffle is a great Australian actor who was kicked off the
stage at Rissole Street Theatre for denouncing the Vietnam War
in the middle of a play after learning of his brother's death there.
He never worked again. Instead he carried his six stone body
through the streets of Melbourne looking for love, accompanied
by hi5 faithful companion, Baudelaire the Hen. Life is cruel to
Australian actors, especially those who love Australia & all things
Australian.
Truffle spends his life drinking & smoking & booking himself a
holiday at Prince Henry's Hospital whenever he finds some money.
Besides the stage, the hospital is the only place he can be happy.
He used to love the street before the police beat him up & tore
off his nose. He exists in a boarding house in St Kilda, fantasizing
about sharing the boards with Sir Ralph Richardson, Larry
Olivier & John Gielgud.
This is a tragic novel full of Dickins' own brand of humour,
absurdity & vision of life. Like his gravy, it i5 full of lumps which
catch in the throat. It's difficult to compare Dickins with any
other writer - read him & find out for yourself.
Myron Lysenko
AIRBORNE DOGS - John Jenkins & Ken Bolton; Brunswick
Hills Press, I 988, 58.50, 77 pp.
Jenkins & Bolton are two of the most innovative young poets in
Australia. Jenkins has had four previous books published while
Bolton has been more prolific with 7 . This is their first collabora
tion; some of the poems were written by mail, leaving spaces to
be filled in, but most were written together, doing half each or
writing a few lines before passing the poem on, or by interrupting
each other.
Sometimes they are playful, as in this beginning to a poem :
What's this one about,
do you think
Sometimes they are ridiculously funny as in "Magnum Opii":
Yeah the other day I thought I nearly had a
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flat tyre.
Nearly had one?
Nearly thought l had one.
I 'm not sure if all the poems are meant to be understood or if
they're just meant to amuse & provoke with their philosophical
ideas & absurd method of playing around with language. They
are experimental & fun.
I prefer the narrative poems, like the absurd title piece which is
about dogs parachuting onto a world 1 0 seconds out of synch,
where the people are believed to be kind. Also the related poems
"In Ferrara" & "We Meet Again" which tell of a bunch of char
acters who don't do very much, very well; which includes Karl
who "Bided his time, and made/every effort to keep his mind
blank" & Roberto who owns a quarry which he tries to sell to
his friends.
As I read thru this book I could n't stop wondering who wrote
what. Did Jenkins concentrate on philosophy while Bolton played
around with language? "Airborne Dogs" is an intriguing book.
Myron Lysenko
IF SHE HAD A TRAMPOLINE SHE WOULD USE IT - Polly
Seddon; Foundations of Professional Writing, R oyal Melbourne
Institute of Technology, 1 988, $4, 27 pp. This book is part of a
series called RMIT POETS .
No one is safe near Polly Seddon . Her poems are crammed with
the inanities, and insanities that fall from people's tongues when
they're constructing their lives in conversation :
"Let's all talk about what we do!"
What do you do, Sarah?
Don't be embarrassed , we're just making conversation.
Poor Sarah, on the defensive,
What do you do, Steven?
Oh , how fascinating, wait while I rack
my brains for
Oh you don't, do you?
But her poems aren't just about putting people down, turning
them inside out and deflating them. Her poems want to laugh at
themselves, as well as at the world :
I don't want to write l i ke this, I don't want to.
I hate people who write about writing! . . .
I'm pretentious, aren't I? Do you think I am?
Was that pretentious, am I pretentious, is it?
The book sometimes reads like a manifesto for poetry that refuses
to occupy the ground called 'poetic' . It is poetry that takes the
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great, heaving world of events and ideas and tries to push it down
onto the page, and keep it there. This is what Stendahl tried to do
in prose when he gave an account of his life, and it left him
speechless at the end ( "I realise that I am ridiculous, or rather,
unbelievable. My hand can no longer write; I'll put it off till
tomorrow." )
Polly Seddon not only has a strong voice, but a sure feel for what
poetry can do. Though she has points to make, and questions to
explore, her poems don't lapse into sermons, or into button-holing
the reader with opinions. She allows her images to do their work,
and she offers us the occasional arresting insight, such as "De
pression understudies anger. "
Kevin Brophy
IN TIIE NAME OF THE FATHER - Kristopher Saknussemm,
False Frontier Press, Box 236 1V Melbourne Vic 3001, 1988, $6
( incl. postage) .
In each poem of this 38 page book, the poet looks at some aspect
of his relationship with his father. Together the poems tell a story
of the child's visions of his father, the father's deterioration
(through drinking) and final illness, and the son's growing aware
ness of his own adult sensibility. The poems are simple, dignified,
carefully crafted pieces, as we might expect from a poet who won
the prestigious 1 988 Mattara Poetry Prize.
On still &trange days
before rain,
my father swore
by those cryptic insects
with skeletons, as translucent
as cocoons, clinging
to the underbellies of rocks.
He reckoned they were perfect
for piercing with a hook
and hanging in the heart
of a methodical black ripple.
It seemed he could imagine
what they looked I ike on the surface
seen from below.
There is a series of these fishing poems, each one with its telling,
and tidying, final line. As well as accompanying his father on
fishing trips, they went fossil hunting, or camping deep in the
Amer:can woods. The se events, evoked in skilful detail, the poet
now understands, were instructive in some way. One of the oddest
aspects 0t this book is the calm control in the voice of the poems
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as they follow the sometimes wild and anarchic father through
his life. The poems (and the son ) seem on the one hand deter
mined to be honest to the memory of events, and at the same time
they're determined to see some mystery of wisdom unfolded in the
father's life. This is a fascinating experiment in autob iographical
writing. Kristopher Saknussemm has, with great skiJI and flair,
presented a liv ing picture of this father-son relationship in a very
short space.
Kevin Brophy
TO MAKE MY HEART AND VOICE COME LOUD - edited
by Eric Beach; Kaleidoscope Community Arts, 77 Salamanca
Place Hobart 7000, 1 989, $5 ( incl. postage).
The poems in this anthology come from people who worked with
Eric Beach in writing workshops while he was writer in residence
at Hobart's writers' cottage. The poets are from Risdon Gaol,
Willowcourt (an institution for the mentally disabled ) , or from
schools; some are teenagers contacted through the Department of
Community Welfare.
As I began reading these poems, I was see ing the signs of work
shop exercises in them : There is the "Happiness is like .. ." poem,
the dialogue poem, the "Sadness is ..." poem. In his introduction
to the book, Eric Beach says, "I brought along ideas. No one
would do what I suggested, exactly." Thi s is the great strength of
the book. The poems do bend the exercises, depart from them,
take off in unexpected and lively directions, so that it wasn't long
before I had forgoten that these poems were the products of
workshops. I became interested in hearing the voices in the poems
tell of fragments of their lives. These poems are packed with
details, observations, snatches of rhythm, cries of pain, songs of
despair and defiance. And no matter how hopeless the vision
seems to be, there is the exhiliration and release here, of voices
finding a form to express themselves :
check out guys/check out girls
can't really explain/this street world
we're the mallies/sounds like crawl ies
we sleep in/brotherhood bins
wenches and lepers/understand
leisure land/leper land
video games/what's your name?
(from "Welfare Rap " by Lorraine, Kelly, Adrian, M ichelle).
It is this kind of book that can be an inspiration to people making
the first tentative moves into expressing themselves in poetry.
There are many examples here of the way the events of any life
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can be used to make poems. This is also the sort of book that can
open up a new world of reading for people who m ight not normally
tackle a book of poetry. The poems have wonderful rhythms,
shape �. and sounds, and at the same time they're spontaneo us,
accessible, sometimes heart...breakingly honest stories of ordinary
lives :
My mum in a dream
Walked through town wearing no clothes
Rather than wear mine.
(from "Haiku - Fable" by Livia) .
Pravina's poem, "My Name", is, like Livia's, a burst of vivid
autobiography. It is a book worth buying to read this poem.
Kevin Brophy
FITZROY POEMS - 11.0. ; Collective Effort Press, PO Box
2430V Me}bourne Victoria 3001 , 1 989, $9.95, 1 44pp, pbk.
11.0. has been one of the most innovative & influential of
Australian poets during the l 980's. His books include Street Singe,
11.0. Revisited, Panash, The Fuck Poems & Ockers. He was one
of the driving forces behind "925" magazine, which ran for 5 years
& 20 issues. It documented attitudes & respcnses to jobs & work
places & gave many new, young & undecided writers a subject to
write about as well as a place to be published . "925" spread the
idea that you d idn't have to be articulate & well educated to be a
writer, you merely needed a topic on which to focus.
In his new book, Fitzroy Poems, 11 .0. has put a microphone (his
pen) to the people of the greek cafe society in one of Melbourne's
inner suburbs. The migrants are shown as struggling with the
Australian language in much the same way they are struggling
with life in their adopted country.
The greeks gather at a cafe to drink coffee, smoke cigarettes, play
cards, talk of their experiences & relax with each other. They are
a varied group of excitable & underprivileged people. At the
centre is the poet, serving coffees in his father's shop & cleaning
up; keeping his pen ready ( like an ear) to pick up on the dialects
& ideas of the customers & writing them down phonetically.
Sorri,
not to tok
to yoo
prop-wai
but
evriboti
mewth hev : Tok.
Think sum pthink : Tok!
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Iz da

stori ov da
layf.
Many of the poems are written in this greek-aussie voice & most
of the time it's easy . to understand, although occasionally greek
words or a dialect may be incomprehensible. This does not detract
from the overall effect of the poems. Rather, it is representative
of conversations had with migrants where not everything is understood, but the general meaning is apparent.
The voices & language & ideas in this book will outlive the
protagonists. As such, it is a valuable historical & social document.
Not only are we able to hear the sound of the language spoken,
we are given a picture of what the people look like & an insight
into their concerns. The book consists of over 70 poems, 1 0 greek
concrete poems & a series of ink drawings depicting scenes &
characters, in & around the cafe.
Who
ever heard of ANYONE
making money
out of selling hamburgers
and coffee
in Gertrude St?
Having an accent in Australia is still seen, by & large, as a defect.
An accent will get you a job (if you're lucky) in a factory or a
building site. The people in this book work hard & have little to
show for their endeavours. They are pioneers, clearing the way
for their offspring to enter more .successfully into the Australian
way of life.
II.O. has said that "poetry moves people & rattles them, insults
them, soothes them & gives them information". There's plenty of
all that in this book. Fitzr9y Poems has put him back into the
front line of Australian Literature. It's a great work & one I
suspect will become even greater in years to come.
Myron Lysenko

LITERARY MAGAZINES
There have been a few additions to the Literary Magazine Scene
since the last issue of GDS. These include OTIS RUSH, RE
DOUBT, SERENDIPITY, LITERRATA & a few mags I hadn't
seen before : THE SMALL TIMES, RAINBOW RISING, KAN
GAROO, PRINTS & THE SYDNEY REVIEW.
At the 1 989 Canberra Word - Festival Tom Sbapcott said he
believed there were about 80 mags in Australia publishing prose
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& poetry. That means there is room every year for about 1 000
writers. I wonder how many unpublished writers there are waiting
for their day to come? How many people are reading these thou
sand writers? How many people are reading literary mags? Print
runs range from 100 to 3000 so if we guess at an overall average
of 500 & multiply that by 80 lit mags, we get the figure of about
40,000 copies of magazines floating around Australia waiting to
be read.
Distribution of the magazines still remains a problem. The maga
zines are obviously available but how do you get hold of them?
There are bookshops in every state which hold some Et mags; lit
mags often advertise other lit mags; Writers' Association News
letters regularly inform of mags desperate for material & subscrip
tions; & I have a personal list of around 50 mags with addresses
that I am willing to send to anybody who supplies me with a
SSAE. Send any enquiries to me at PO Box 64 Coburg Vic 3058.
OTIS RUSH & REDOUBT were two of the impressive mags
which made their debuts in '88. Both were very well produced,
with glossy covers & good quality printing. I managed to get hold
of 3 issues of OTIS RUSH. They feature innovative prose &
poetry, reviews & articles on books & art, & graphics. Contributors
include Kris Hemensley, John Jenkins, Pamela Brown, Jennifer
Maiden, Chris Mansell & Brooke Watson.
REDOUBT is a quarterly edited by David Reiter & helped by
students from the Canberra CAE Professional Writers Course.
The highlight was Anthony Lawrence's 22 page poem "Blood
Oath" which told the tragic story of two young jackaroos being
driven to death in the desert by an unrelenting boss. Others who
stood out were Ken Chau, Suzanne Edgar, Brll Fewer, Anna
Bianke, Jill Jones, Rosanne Musu & Mark Miller.
THE SMALL TIMES began in 1 988 as a m onthly, printed on
computer, but is about to go quarterly to relieve some of the
workload off editor Michael Goodison. The best thfog about this
mag is that 3 reviewers each review the same book. The reviewers
are volunteers from the readership. Contributors are numerous
& the quality of the work is variable; some of my favourites :
Rosanne Musu, Lauren Williams, Rory Harris, Gary Smith,
Graham Rowlands & Kristopher Saknussemm.
LITTERRATA was launched at Collected Works Bookshop in
Melbourne in 1989 & featured work from 7 writers : Jill Jones,
John Anderson, Robert Kenny, Nicholas Johnson, Nathaniel Tarn
& Hilary Kidman-Schier. The publication will appear irregularly,
following the tradition of experimental mags such as MAGIC
SAM, MOVEABLE TYPE & GDS.
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THE SYDNEY REVIEW is a tabloid mag, identical to THE
ADELAIDE REVIEW. They publish well known writers Frank
Moorhouse, Helen Garner, Kate Jennings, Les A. Murray &
Diane Fahey. Lesser known writers appear irregularly. The mag
is distributed free in both cities & is ideal for reading on your
favourite form of public transport.
RAINBOW RISING is a journal of multicultural writings which
is open to all Australians. It is pleasing to see first generation
writers being published alongside migrant writers. Volume I No 3
contains work from Barbara Schenkel, Olga Novak & Bert Van
Bedaf, and essays by Hanna Foks, Dina Amanatides & Charles
D'Aprano.
KANGAROO is an annual literary supplement from the Univer
sity of New England. It contains reviews, articles, graphics, prose
& poetry from writers around Australia including : Phillip Everett,
Graham Rowlands, Yve Louis & Gregory B. Shortis.
SERENDIPITY No. 1 appeared in 1989 from the Melbourne Uni
English Department & contains prose & poetry from young writers
(students?) : Julia Palfreyman, Catherine Wehner, Anthony Birch,
Alissa Gul & others.
PRINTS Vol 2 Nos I & 2 is a small mag cheaply produced,
containing work from some of the better younger poets as well as
the more established ones. I was moved by the work of Catherine
Bateson, David Reiter, S. R. Green, Michael Clarke, MaI Morgan
& Judy Cluss.
Two magazines which I bought yesterday & haven't had the time
to read are CONVOLUTIONS 5/ 143 Glenhuntly Rd Elwood
3184. $2 for Vo1 1 No 3, an issue dedicated to artist Robert
Mapplethorpe & POLATIZ ETZETZ, edited by Pete Spence,
6/ 11 Milton St. Elwood 3184. Asks for poems, drawings, collage,
prose, concrete & visual poetry & reviews & promises to come out
as quickly as it can qe filled.
Of the bigger smaH mags, OVERLAND has bravely decided to
continue after the untimely death of editor Stephen Murray-Smith.
Barrett Reid has taken over editorship & it seems he is continuing
OVERLAND's fine policy of publishing the young with the old.
MEANJIN Vo! 48 No. 1 features 34 writers who have read at the
Harold Park "Writers In The Park" series. It's a great issue which
confirms that good readers can also be good writers. I particularly
liked Bev Roberts, Komninos, Amanda Lohrey, Geoff Good
fellow, joanne burns, Frank Moorhouse & Dallas McMaugh.
Myron Lysenko
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